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Udall, Jackson picked in Wis., NY
By The Associated Press
President Ford won the Republican
presidential primary
election in
Wisconsin last night while Rep. Morris
K. Udall, in an extremely close race,
edged ahead of Georgia's Jimmy
Carter and the rest of the Democratic
field in a make-or-brcak test of his
quest for White House nomination.
At press time, the ABC network
said its projection showed Udall would
win narrowly over Carter.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
Washington, meanwhile, moved to the
front in the New York Democratic
primary, his chosen target.
New York's was a contest among
would-be national convention
delegates, Wisconsin's a direct test
matching the presidential candidates.
This was the picture in Wisconsin,
with 19 per cent of the precincts
counted:
-•Ford 81.085 or 55 per cent.
-Ronald Reagan 64,825 or 44 pet
cent.
The othe, Republican voters
marked the no preference line on the
ballot.
Ford was leading for all 45
Republican convention delegates from
Wisconsin on the strength of his
margins statewide and in the nine
congressional districts.
AMONG DEMOCRATS
Wisconsin race, it was:

in

-Udall 79.195 or 38 per cent:
-Cartel 74,017 ot 35 per cent;
-Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace
24,554 or 12 percent;
-Jackson 15,988 or eight per cent.

BOTH UDALL and Carter said they
expected to win. For Udall, victory
was virtually essential if he is to gain
the momentum and the money to
continue a meaningful campaign.

The balance of the vote was
scattered among six other names on
the ballot.

Wisconsin awarded 68 Democratic
convention votes in proportion to the
popular vote showings of the
candidates.

The 68 Democratic nominating
votes there were being assigned in
proportion to popular vote showings.
Udall led for 27, Carter for 25.
Wallace for 10. Jackson for five, and
anti-abortion candidate Ellen
McCormack for one.
In New York, delegates were elected
directly, in each of the 39
congressional districts.
With 17 per cent of the New York
precincts counted, delegate candidates
pledged to Jackson led for 92
convention seats. Carter supporters for
62, uncommitted candidates for 40.
Udall for 37.
New York will have 274 votes at the
Democratic national convention.
Uncommitted Republicans, most of
them unopposed, led for 112 of New
York's GOP delegate slots. Reagan
supporters led for 5. New York will
cast 154 Republican nominating votes.
Reagan had dropped Ins personal
campaign in Wisconsin in favor of
vote-hunting in the South and West.
where he said he will be strongest.

the

Pro - US Italian cabinet
shaken by abortion issue
ROME (API-Socialists threatened
yesterday to topple the fragile
55-day-old Christian-Democrat cabinet
over the explosive issue of abortion
and possibly pave the way for a
Communist role in governing Italy.
The United States has consistently
opposed any such role for the
Communists
because of Italy's
strategic position in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. Some US
officials hinted that there would be
economic reprisals if the Communists
arc let into the government.
THE SOCIALISTS, the third largest
party, have the power to bring down
the government and force a general
election.
Calling for an immediate meeting
with Christian Dcomocrat leaders, the
Socialists said the only alternative to
early elections would be a national
emergency government with a
policy-making role for the
Communists.
Premier Aldo Moro, a Christian
Democrat, has been operating with a
minority government only by the good

will of the Socialists, who .left the
ruling coalition but have abstained on
votes of confidence.
That benign altitude is nowthreatened by the dispute over
abortion.
THE CHRISTIAN Democrats,
spurred by the Vatican, Joined the
right-wing Italian Social Movement
party last week to pjss an amendment
restricting abortions to rape and
therapeutic cases. This led lo a
weekend demonstration by more than
50,000 feminists attacking Moro and
the Vatican.
Abortions are illegal in Italy under a
1930 Fascist law. and the Vatican
recently called abortions "a regression
to barbarity."
The pressures on the Moro
government were compounded by
scheduled negotiations today between
the government and tluce big unions.
The country is in the grip of a
monetary crisis and rising labor unrest
typified by a series of scattered strikes
yesterday.

The Republican race there was for
45 presidential nominating votes.
New York's was the biggest prize of
the day, 274 delegates to the
Democratic National Convention. But
there it was the delegates who ran. not
the candidates, in what amounted to

39 separate elections, one in each
congressional district. Two hundted
and six were elected in the primary.
The other 68 New York votes are to
be assigned on the basis of candidate
shares in the elected delegation.
For the first time, under a
last-minute change in state election
laws, the ballot listed the candidate
preferences of the Democrats running
for delegate seats.
JACKSON has been concentrating
his campaign on New York. fixing it as
a key target from the beginning of the
race. He said he expected to win more
than half the delegation. Carter and
Udall talked of coming in second in
New York.

Rep. Morris K. Udall

Sen. Henry M. Jackson

Center for the elderly proposed
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
About 15 Bowling Green Senior
Citizens Club members attended
Monday's City Council meeting to
support their group's request that the
city build them a new meeting center.
Marie Woesner, president of the
group, said that another member had
contacted the US Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to ask if funding for a new
center would be possible with federal
Community Development Block
Grants.
The seruoi citizens' facility is
eligible to receive a grant, Woesner
said, provided thai an application is
filed immediately.
HOWEVER, the city has other
projects under consideration to receive
those grants. Municipal Administrator
Wesley K. Hoffman said. These include
expanding Wintergarden Road Park,
enlarging the parking lot behind
LaSalle's. 139 S. Main St. and
installing $200,000 of storm sewer
improvements in ward two.

"We're not even sure we're going to
receive funds for any of these
important projects." Hoffman said.
"But with installation of the sewers,
we're especially hitting HUD's target
area, so we have a good chance of
getting funds for that."
He said he thinks the senior citizens
have a better chance to receive federal
funds if the city applies for a grant
under the recent Older Americans Act.
The group also would have an
increased opportunity to receive funds
if they would agree to participate in a
county facility to be built in
downtown Bowling Green, Hoffman
said. Club members unanimously
disagreed with this idea, saying that
they favor a separate center.
BECAUSE THE city's capital
reserves are low this year, council also
discussed the possibility of the group
moving into an unused, existing
structure such as the old city building
on West Woostet Street or the Post
Office on North Main Street.
The problem with using those
buildings, is that they both have many
steps outside the main entrance which

could be hazardous to many senior
citizens. Hoffman said, adding dial it
would be belter to build a new
structure, preferably in the center of
town.
His suggestion was met by a round
of applause by the club members, and
Woesner said she would submit a
sketch to Hoffman describing needed
facilities.
In his report to Council. Mayor
Alvin L. Perkins said city offices are
moving to the new Administrative
Services Building at 304 N. Church St.
Thursday.
"EVERYTHING'S always messed
up when you're trying to move."
Perkins said. "But we'll have our house
in order as soon as possible."
A few months ago the city utilities
department estimated it would cost
S32.O0O to improve the municipal
court building, if the city supplied the
labor. Hoffman said.
The project wis presented to a local
architect, who estimated the price at
$60,000, Hoffman said. He explained
that contractors must handle the job
and be paid high union wages.

Hoffman said final decisions about
the project are being delayed until
Bowling Green Municipal Court Judge
H. Richard Dunipace decides whether
construction will take place or if the
court will move to the new county
building.
RENTAL SPACE in the new
building will cost about $54,000 a
year, Hoffman said. Councilman Boyd
Crawford suggested the city make
improvements as they can be afforded,
but Council President Bruce H. Bellard
said council will wait for Dunipace's
decision.
In other action. Council approved:
-an ordinance authorizing the board
of public utilities to advertise for bids
for a moving tractor for the sewage
depl.;
-an ordinance authorizing the board
of public utilities to advertise for bids
for grouting work of sanitary sewers to
be installed in the fourth ward, and
-a resolution authorizing the board
of public utilities to authorize Lester
Poggemeyer. Inc. to prepare plans and
specifications for the second ward
saniiary scwei system

SGA passes districting measure
By Cyndi Bloom
Staff Reporter
Student Government Association
(SGAI unanimously passed, at a
general meeting last night, a senate
districting proposal which will go into
effect for next year's elections.
The proposal divides the campus
into wards according to dormitories,
keeping all sororities and fraternitcies
in one district. There will be two
representatives for off-campus

students and three senators elected to
at-large positions.
"We decided to keep all sororities
and fraternities together because they
have similar problems and it is easier
for them to relate to each othet."
Kathryn L. Kerns, member of the
Elections and Opinions Board said.
"WE REALIZE there is a difference
in the numbers of people in each
ward, but we felt it would be better to
keep the greeks together. It might be
hard for a non-greek senator to
represent greeks or for a greek senator
to represent non-greeks," she said.
W. Randall Hathaway, president of
SGA said. "At this point it is not
necessary for a senator to live or
remain a resident of the ward he
represents."
"However, I hope a senator would

take it upon himself to remain in a
district," he added.
SGA plans further discussion on the
districting topic.
Ward 1
Ward II
Ward III
Want IV
WardV
Ward VI
Ward VII
Wan) VIII
Wardi IX XII

Ha rah man
Kranchar and Haalth Cantar
Ottanhauar Eait & Wait,
Prout. Franc* Houaa
McDonald
Rodowi. Kohl. Conklin
Foundan
all aororitiM
all fratarnitiaa
oft«ampua

In other business Hathaway
announced that nominations were
open for SGA's William T. Jerome
award. The award is given to an
administrator who has worked toward
"the betterment of the student body."

Nominations can be placed by anyone
and will he reviewed by members of
SGA. Foims are available in the SGA
office. 405 Student Services Bldg. and
must be relumed by April 23.
DAVID H. CROWL, vice president
of SGA, announced that Wright State
University's student government
organization had contacted him in
reference to a student walkout
protesting rising tuition and room and
board rates.
Crowl was not in favor of
participation because. "Bowling
Green's fees are one of the lowest in
the state. I really don't think it is
worthwhile."
After discussion from the floor,
SGA plans to open the question to
student opinion and will act on that
basis.

Police-Community Committee meets;
discusses publication of police blotter
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
News coverage of University crime
reports was the focus of discussion at
yesterday's meeting of the University
Police-Community Advisory
Committee.
The group proposed that regular
publication of police reports in the
News would serve as a deterrent to
crimes.
According to University Police
Director Dale Shaffer, over $100,000
in personal property was stolen form
students here last year. He said
awareness of the theft problem would
encourage students to lock their doors
and aid in crime prevention.
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Springtime in Bowling Green means sunbathing, softball, dogs running freely
around campus and frisbees-lots of frisbees. Donna Voorhies, freshman, displays
ha fofm ntu ftnpioe Pond. (Newsphoto by Lane Wynn)

"WE ARE NOT critical of what is
published in the News, but we are
critical of lack of publication," Shaffer
said.
Shaffer expressed concern over the
News' omission bf the daily police
blotter--a description of crimes
reported, along with the victims'
names and the status of the
investigation.
Editor of the News Joseph F. Wollet
said the decision to exclude some type
of daily crime report was based on his
personal news value judgment.

Wollet said the recent 86 per cent
cut in the News' budget has
necessitated that the News "tighten up
the news copy."
"It would cost us a lot of money to
print the blotter and we simply can't
afford it," he said.
WOLLET SAID he would prefer to
pursue major crime reports on an
individual basis and would agree to
offer some space as a public service for
such projects as Operation
Identification and bicycle registration.
David A. Shevin, a representative of
the Human Rights Alliance, said that
the News has a "problem of
priorities."
Shevin suggested that national news
coverage be reduced to provide more
space for news from the campus
community.
Emil Dansker, assistant professor of
journalism and News advisor, said that
a survey concerning student use of
media showed that a majority of
students depend exclusively on the BG
News for national coverage and do not
buy daily newspapers.
Wollet said that providing national
news is part of the campus paper's
responsibility.
Dr. John H. Boyer, acting director
of the school of journalism questioned

the method in which University police
reports are distributed to the media.
PRIOR TO January, reporters
received the blotter directly from the
police. Crime reports now are issued to
the University News Service, which in
turn distributes them to the media.
Boyer said that there was a
possibility that information
embarassing to the University, such as
a charge against a member of the
administration, would be censored by
the news service.
"News Service is, after all, a public
relations organ of the University and
its function is to present the
University in a favorable light," he
said.
Shaffer replied that he had been
assured there would be no censorship
when the change was made.

Weather
Partly cloudy today. High in
the low 50s. Mostly cloudy
tonight and tomorrow. Low
tonight near 30. High tomorrow
in the upper 40s and the low 50s.
Probability of precipitation 20 per
cent today and tonight.
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negative checkoff
The negative check-off billing system under consideration by
Cultural Boost to generate increased funds should not get beyond the
discussion phase.
The idea that "the negative check-off would hurt only those
students who did not read their mail," as expressed by one Cultural
Boost representative, is absurd. Billing for a service students may not
want is not a way to generate interest in Cultural Boost.
Many excuses could be given by students for failing to check off
their desire not to be billed, ranging from forgetfulness to lack of a
13 cent stamp to saying they did not understand the system, and so
ignored it.
Bursar Joseph E. Martini said the decision would have to be made
as to whether evening students, commuters, Firelands students or
other special groups would be billed. An attempt to create special
student categories will only create headaches.
Cultural Boost does not receive general fee monies and does
attempt to increase our awareness through extracurricular
presentations, but perhaps an active campaign for student support
would have happier results than the negative check-off. By showing
students what Cultural Boost can do for them, the group should
receive necessary student support.
The students have the choice. If they feel Cultural Boost is
worthwhile, their support should be the gauge.

he's not responsible
In what will probably turn out to be another precedent-setting
decision, the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case of Columbus
police officer Raymond Belcher, who was sued for fatally shooting
two people and injuring another when he was off duty.
In the case, the highest court in the land will decide whether a
policeman who is required to carry a gun at all times can be held
personally responsible for off-duty shootings.
Forcing an officer to pay dearly ($831,000) in this case) for
attempting to curb crime even when he's not required to would be a
serious mistake.
Each year, thousands of crimes are dealt with by an off-duty
policeman, who accidently stumbles on a crime. It is only logical that
a law enforcement officer use a firearm if the situation calls for him
to do so.
If that officer is shackled with the threat of a stiff penalty for
using his gun off-duty, he will be reluctant to use his gun, decreasing
his effectiveness as a crime fighter.
Punishing a policeman, such as Officer Belcher, for use of his gun
off-duty is contradictory to the reasoning behind his carrying of the
firearm to begin with.
So now. after all other avenues have been exhausted the Supreme
Court is left to rule on the issue. They should rule in the favor of
Officer Belcher.

LeTrers
holy day
holiday
As concerned students of Bowling
Green, we are very disappointed
because Easter weekend, a holy day of
obligation for all Christians, is being
treated as if it were just an ordinary
weekend.
Doesn't the Administration realize
that this is one of the most important
and significant celebrations for the
Christian community?
We are not trying to preach our
religion, but when we can't enjoy
Easter Sunday without spending the
day traveling back to school and can't
attend Good Friday services (which we
may add is only the day Christ died
for us!) because of classes, we feel we
are unable to observe this prominent
holy day properly.
Therefore we pose this
question-why are we not given Good
Friday or Easter Monday off to devote
special attention to this day?
Chris Weingartner
Cindy Rudnicki
310 McDonald West

assumes
unrest
Recently the BG News has been
filled with bullets. In a recent article
(Thurs., March II). John Kark
proposes that any objectors to a
change in bullets (from the ISO grain
to the 110 grain) should look at the
subcommittee's report There the
objector will find that the
new
bullet will not penetrate or ricochet,
thus protecting innocent bystanders.
At the same time, the new bullet will
not significantly increase the injury to
the victim. Kark also mentions "the
typically peaceful campus" of BG.
No doubt this is a peaceful campus.
The concern over a bullet's
penetration and ricocheting potential
suggests that the peaceful campus will
not be lasting. The subcommittee

WASHINGTON - The New York
Times reports students and other
enthusiasts are failing to volunteer for
this year's political campaigns by the
thousands. Since the three immediate
past presidents are widely seen as a
satyromaniac, a megalomaniac and a
kleptomaniac this outburst of
indifference shouldn't surprise us.
Bui disillusioned people are
vulnerable to manipulation. They still
carry the faith within them, as they
make clear when they say "if only" we
had a candidate who was sincere,
honest, courageous or the possessor of
any number of other virtuous
attributes.
These disillusioned Diogenes ate
relatively easy to trick. The original
model went about with a lamp in the
daylight looking for his honest man.
meaning either that he claimed unique
powers of moral perspicacity for
himself or, as wis the case, he was
demonstrating there was no such
person to be found.
SINCE, EVEN if you could define
it, there's now way in the world you
can tell whether another person is
sincere or unselfish or dedicated to the
public interest, the game consists in
figuring out what outward
manifestation of behavior will sucker
embittered idealists into imagining
they have found their man. Will it be
Gov. Jerry Brown, going home every
night to his unfurnished apartment, his
bowl of brown rice and his pallet of
straw after eight hours of work serving
the people? Will it be Jimmy Peanut
testifying that, as he prayed on his
knees in the Georgia governor's office
as William McKinley once did in the
White House, he struck up a personal,
even intimate relationship with his
savior? Or will it be the thought of
Jerry Ford overcoming every physical
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We ask
that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that exceed
these limits, with respect to the
laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must
include the author's name, address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co The BG
News, 106 University Hall.

Nicholas
von Hoffman

and mental handicap to attain the
dignity and the fatherly judgment that
comes to one whose Secret Service
retinue is large enough and who
appears nightly un the television in a
dark suit next to the Great Seal of the
Republic?
jerry Ford has reminded us that
praiseworthy character doesn't have
much to do with anything in a
president. Personal probity in high
office gives us the same good feeling
we have after we get our teeth cleaned.
A madman in the While House
might push the red button if his aides
let him, but other men. who're
adjudged quile sane, offer themselves
as candidates and talk about the
possibility of doing just that all the
time.
We are so impressed by the power
of the presidency it doesn't occur to
us the office may dominate its
occupant. The constant plaint of
recent presidents is that they can't get

much done, that the huge structures
which they administer in law they
don't administer in fact, that they are
gulled, fooled, tricked, misled and
misinformed by their subordinates,
that their orders are ignored.
In other contexts it's been
frequently suggested that presidents
gravitate toward the Pentagon because
the military is the only chain of
command that is the least bit
responsive.
WE MIGHT PONDER how
ceremonial and illusionary the office
may have become. Is the president
more of a good-looking corpse than a
chief executive, an American Mikado
whose omnipotence is limited by one
proviso, that he never use his power0
For a president to function as we've
been taught to think he does, he
would have to stage a sort of coup
d'etat against his own government.
If we set aside the appalling vision
of government that Nixon nourished,
we can see that is what he was trying
to do...function presidentially. In so
doing he appeared to us to be a
coupist, a man conspiring to sabotage
his own government.
If Nixon failed to run the
government for evil purposes-or. to be
fair, what many of us think are evil
purposes-what makes us think that
another man can run the government
for better ones? It would be closer to

the mark to think of a president as one
who presides, who can unleash his'
Mikado's power only for policies and' j
directions over which he has no.
control and only marginal influence.
The failure of so many politicians to
keep so many campaign promises can't '
be owing only to their rascality. •
There's no reason to think our, j
generation of politicians are more
corrupt and dishonest than they were '
in Grant's administiation 100 years ' |
ago
IF THE CRIMES are bigger today., I
it's because the government's bigger.
But the most troublesome figure isn't" I
the crooked politician, it's the honest . |
ones, the men and women elected to
office who could not keep their
promises, who failed.
They offer the best reason for not I
volunteering, not contributing money. ,|
not voting. When honest.energetic and
intelligent people can't do the job.'l
perhaps the fault is with the job.
Then the wisest course is to stop, |
electing people to these offices, to
to stop telling each other if only we'
could find the political equivalent of.
Jesus he'd pass a miracle and make the( |
damn thing work. Apathy, laziness and I
disillusionment aren't the only reasons |
for refusing to vote. In certain'
circumstances abstention can be a, |
powerful political statement, much j
more powerful than participation

*HEU KtEPT YOUR AMJOGY IN RETURN RDR ONE BILLION DOLLARS IN MILITARY AID,:
NO QUIBBLING ABOUT CYPRUS -t» MAY NCW APPiflfcH AND KISS HIS IW".

playing with ethnic blocs

-eems to be assuming not only the
possibility, but the probability of
some type of campus unrest. There
would be more innocent bystanders in
a crowd than anywhere else. With the
new bullets, a campus policeman could
pull the trigger and pick off the most
vicious member of a crowd without
injuring the others. How convenient.
But what instigates campus unrest?
Perhaps it's the uneasiness students
feel when a method of control over
them is being discussed. In this case,
the method of control is the bullet.
The subcommittee has dragged on its
meetings and studies in order to decide
what type of bullet would be the best
to lodge into a student's body. It is
precisely this too-long discussion on
bullets that can make (he student
body feel uneasy.
No doubt this is a peaceful campus.
The question that should be asked is
what makes it so. No matter what the
subcommittee decides on its bullets, it
has already done more harm than
good, merely by concentrating on such
an issue, merely by assuming that
some type of bullet is needed for this
campus, merely by calling so much
attention to itself. A student can feel
nothing but uneasiness when so much
thought is given to police control at a
"peaceful" university.
Sincerely,
Gary M. Shippy
Graduate Assistant
English Department

thanks
To Richard Mathey and the Men's
Chorus: Thank you for starling spring
quarter off with a bang. It was a
superb performance and you all
deserved a standing ovation. Keep up
the great work.
Sharon K. Bakluff
Room 317 Chapman

upset reader
When I read the sports page of the
BG News and see the articles about the

many teams here at BGSU I get upset
because there is one team, of which I
am a member, that gets little exposure
from this newspaper and no support
from the student body, as I feel it
deserves. I am writing this letter to
inform students about the BGSU Ski
Racing Team.
Yes Virginia, a ski team does exist.
But we were refered to as the well
known Ski Club in one of the two
articles about us in the BG News this
season. The only thing we have in
common with the Ski Club is our love
of skiing and partying. Our team
consists of fifteen men and three
women. Why such a small group? Well,
Bowling Green is not in the heart of
the Alps, but we do race and have a
good time doing it.
Our ski team is a club sport and that
is how we treat it. We have a few
veteran racers but for many of us this
is our fust experience with racing and
we are out to have a good time.
Hopefully, this letter will motivate
some interested skiers to find out
more about plans for next year's team.
Feel free to get in contact with me.
See you on the slopes.
Joe Berka
Assistant Captain
BGSU Ski Racing Team
334 Bromfield

who?

WASHINGTON-We ethnics had
better learn to hang together or, as
everybody knows, we risk hanging
separately. And the hangmen, in this
case, will be some of our most beloved
Americans, those presidential
candidates in both parties who would
use our ties to the old country as
nooses around our necks.
Ethnic politics is bad politics even if
it sometimes pays off at the polls. The
word, ethnic, is bad enough. It's one
of those pseudo-scientific appellations
that pseudo-sophisticates keep using
on us first and second generation
Americans. It's supposed to make'us
feel better.
Like talking about disadvantaged
children when they mean poor kids.
Who are they trying to fool? Those of
us who are Dutch-Americans,
Polish-Americans. Greek-Americans.
Irish-Americans. Italian-Americans or
whatever know exactly who we are
and we are proud of it. But primarily
we are unhyphenated Americans and
even prouder of that.
WHICH GETS US back to the
point. American foreign policy is in
serious danger of being warped out of
shape by crass political appeals to the
assorted nationality groups that make
up our society. The chief perpetrators
are those who hope to enter the White
House by fanning our fears and
stroking our pride.

J.F. terHont

a

That would be a bombshell if true.
But the Reagan allegation is false, as
Kissinger has tried to point out and as
President Ford now must continue to
do.
IT'S ONE thing to recognize
realistically that the Soviet Union does
in fact hold sway over Eastern Europe.
That's not new. America has been
doing that ever since World War II.
Proof of the recognition of that fact
was there for all the world to see as far
back as I9S6, when the US refused to
help Hungarian anti-Communists rebel
against Russia. The president who
made that decision was Dwight
Eisenhower, whose photograph
Reagan flaunted on his TV show.
The truth is that there is not now
and never was a "Sonnenfeldt
Doctrine," as Reagan sought to imply.
A number of reporters including this
one, have checked out that London
meeting and have concluded that no
policy shift was enunciated there.

willingness of many congressmen lot
placate the formidable,
Greek-American lobby that seeks
vengeance for Turkey's invasion of
Cyprus in 1974.
•
Unfortunately such politics seems
to pay off, which is why our'
office-seekers indulge in it. It won't,
happen this year or perhaps next year,t |
but we "ethnics" need to find the will
and the way to submerge our ancestral'
pride and our nationalist causes in the. j
greater interest of American security.
If we get our priorities straightened'
out we will, in the process, accomplish,
more for our former homelands, too.j
After all. if we are unwilling to put
America first, what are we doing here''' I
Copyright. 1976. Universal Press
Syndicate/Detroit News
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In reference to the March 9 letter
from Mr. Rudy Matchings where he
stated "There are thousands of groups
worse than "Jett Black" we have only
one question "WHO"?
Gene J. Cesna
Jerry City, O.
Paul J. Molnar
Toledo
Mark Allan Genson
West on, O.
Douglas M. Richardson
Perrysburg, O.
Brenda Hamic
Whitehouse, O.
Bob Brown
Maumee, O.
Alfredo TeUes
Weston, O.

The latest and crudest display of
such politicking was performed the
other day by Ronald Reagan. After
first whipping up the concern of
Latin-American immigrants that
President Ford might be cozying up to
Cuba's Castro-a phony charge-Reagan
really went to work on the heartstrings
of American citizens with ties to
Latvia, Estonia and all the
Eastern-European countries under
Moscow's thumb.
In his televised address to the
nation, Reagan charged that Helmut
Sonnenfeldt, a top aide to Secretary of
State Kissinger, had secretly informed
American ambassadors in London last
December that it was US policy to
concede Russian domination over all
of Eastern Europe.

But a newspaper column making
that false assertion-and Reagan's
political use of it-cannot but
exacerbate the fears of citizens with
East-European roots and worry such
countries as Romania and Yugoslavia,
which are trying, with varying degrees
of success, to escape the Russian bear
hug.
REAGAN IS NOT the only
presidential aspirant who caters to the
heritage of voter blocs. Scoop
Jackson's showing in yesterday's New
York primary was openly built around
Jewish support for his efforts to help
Soviet Jews emigrate to Israel.
Meanwhile, on Capitol Hill, efforts
to reopen US military bases in Turkey
are jeopardized once again by the
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day in review
From Associated Press Reports
FIGHTING BROKE OUT yesterday
around a palatial villa designated as the
site for a special session of parliament
aimed at ending Lebanon's civil war. now
almost a year old.
Witnesses reported heavy nuchine-gun
fire between Christian and Moslem
militiamen and explosions neat the villa
Esseily only hours after ii was announced
parliament would uieei there Saturday.
The supposed neutrality of the
mansion sue. neai the only crossing point
between Moslem and Christian sections of
Beirut, had made ii acceptable to both
leftist Moslem and rightwing Christian
party chiefs.
The regular parliament building in
downtown Beirui has been plundered by
looters and is under sniper fire from
militia front lines.
An official said it would have lequired
.'.000 security troops to make it safe for
a meeting, "and this large a force is not
available at the moment." He said only
300 men would be needed to guard the
villa.
Police reported .'2 persons killed and
38 wounded since daybreak yesterday at
the halfway point of a 10-day truce
declared to give politicians another
chance to work out a peaceful settlement.
The cease-fire expires Monday, one day
before the first anniversary of the
conflict.
OWENS-ILLINOIS Glass Co. has met
part of a series of conditions set by
kidnapers for the release of American
businessman William F. Niehous. a
company spokesman said yesterday.
The company, whose Venezuela
operations are headed by Niehous. said it
paid each of its 1.600 workers in
Venezuela a special bonus equivalent to
i 116 on Monday and paid for the
publication of a political document in
newspapers in New York. London and
Paris.
The 2.600-word document, which
accuses Owens-Illinois of interference in
Venezuela's internal affairs, appeared as
an advertisement this morning in the New
York Times, the Times of London and Le
Monde.
The document, made public in Caracas
on Feb. 28. also included an ultra-left
analysis of the Venezuelan social,
economic and political situation and
attacked the government
and-aiultinational companies in general.
Seven gunmen, believed to be members
of-a small leftist guerrilla group, abducted
the 44-year-old Niehous from his
suburban Caracas home on Feb. 27. No
ransom money was demanded for
Niehous who is from Toledo.
THE IMMUNIZATION campaign to
protect all Americans against swine flu
before next winter is a step closer to
reality.
The House overwhelmingly approved
two measures Monday to launch the
effort with SI 35 million in federal
dollars, as requested by the Ford
administration. The vote to spend the
money was 354 to 12.
,
The Senate now must act on the
measures, which came in the wake of a
rare outbreak of what resembled swine
flu at Fort Dix.NJ. two months ago. One
soldier died and some 500 others were
afflicted.
Researchers suspect it was this same flu
that swept the world in a pandemic in
I°I8-19. killing 20 million persons,
including 548.000 in the United States.
The strain had not reoccur red in humans
since then in any major outbreak.
By comparison. Rep. Paul G. Rogers
(D-Fla). a sponsor of the bill, said that
the Asian flu of the I950's killed 80.000
Americans and the Hong Kong flu of the
I960's claimed 33.000 lives.
The government has asked four
pharmaceutical companies to produce
200 million doses of vaccine at 50 cents a
shot, or $100 million.
Another S26 million is earmarked for
aid to state and local governments to set
up community immunization programs,
and $4 million qill be spent on flu
research. The remaining S5 million will go
to the Food and Drug Administration and
the Center for Disease Control.

ROGERS C.B. MORTON. President
Ford's campaign manager says it would
be "terrible" if Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger were to leave the Cabinet
before the end of the year.
Morton made that statement Monday
after a White House spokesman said he
know of no possibilities that Kissinger
might be leaving. The spokesman's
comments were evoked by inquiries
about Morton's statements in a weekend
speech to California conservatives that
Kissinger is on the way out.
Morton, seeking support for Ford from
the conservative group, said Kissinger "is
getting toward the end of a long political
career." and he predicted Kissinger would
be gone soon from the administration.
But White House Press secretary Ron
Nessen. asked if Kissinger has indicated
he might not stay if Ford is elected to a
full term, replied. "Not thai 1 know of
and denied any move to force him out.
Morton later said in Phoenix, Ariz., he
thinks Kissinger might leave at the end of
Ford's present term, but he said he was
not predicting Kissinger's removal from
office or a falling out with Ford.
THE STATE HOUSE voted 85-1
yesterday to clarify the grant of
immunity to witnesses who testify for the
prosecution in criminal court cases.
Another bill with legal implications
was rejected when state representatives
voted 50-36 against a proposal to raise
from 6 to 8 per cent the interest rate on
judgments requiring payment.
The witness bill strengthens existing
law to provide that witnesses grained
immunity cannot subsequenlly refuse to
testify for the prosecution on grounds of
self-incrimination.
It assures such wiinesses that they
cannot be prosecuted for their testimony
or for "information derived directly or
indirectly from it."
House sponsor Kenneth A. Rocco
(D-Parma). said the legislation has the
support of the state bar association, the
Ohio Prosecuting Attorneys Association
and Atty. Gen. William J. Brown.
Already approved by the Senate, the
measure was returned to the upper
chamber for agreement on technical
amendments.

STATE .SENATORS overwhelmingly
rejected a House version of legislation
yesterday that would change the way
Ohio utility rates are determined.
The 26-7 vote against concurrence with
House amendments to the bill set the
stage for a House-Senate conference
committee and further discussion on the
all-ready heavily-debated measure.
The vote was viewed as a victory for
pro-consumer forces led by sponsor Sen.
John T. McCormack (D-Euclid). and a
setback for the utility companies.
Joseph Reed, an Ohio Bell vice
president and spokesman for utility
forces, said gas, electric and telephone
companies were now in a "very perilous
position. I'm very much concerned about
what will be done."
McCormack's bill, approved by the
house last Wednesday, would repeal the
Reconstruction Cost New formula by
which utilities recalculate the cost of
their plants and equipment at current
market value for rate-setting purposes.
The new plan would hold utilities to
the original cost of those assets in rate
cases.
BARBARA WALTERS, longtime star
of NBC's "Today" show, has confirmed
that she has met with ABC television
officials to discuss the possibility of
coanchoring the "ABC Evening News."
If she takes the job, she'll become the
first woman to regularly coanchor a
week-night network news program.
But Walters said Monday, "It was just a
preliminary meeting. There was no firm
offer, just, "Would you be interested?' "
Her three-year contract with NBC
expires in September. She said, "I have
been very happy here and I assiyne I will
continue to be."
A search by ABC for a female to
coanchor with Harry Reasoner has been
rumored for several months.

Students create ad campaign
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
After nearly 500 hours of
labor. fiv» members of
Alpha Delta Sigma, the
professional advertising
fraternity at the University,
are ready to compete in the
regional student advertising
competition.
Sponsored by the
American Advertising
Federation and Alpha Delta
Sigma, the competition will
be held tomorrow at the
Imperial House Motel in
Columbus.
Each of the nine schools
in the local region has
compiled a comprehensive
marketing and advertising
campaign for the Toyota
Corp.
The winneis of the
regional competitions from
each of the IS districts in
the United States will be
awarded a three day

all-expense-paid trip to
Washington. DC to compete
in a national student
advertising competition.
THE FIVE University
competitors, Gregory G.
Maurer, John A. MacGregor,
Scott F. Rutledge. Howard
N. Mini/, seniors and Sylva
G. Surratt. junior, began
work on the project early
las; quarter.
The group researched the
present Toyota market,
surveyed Toyota dealers,
examined the economic
outlook for the United
States, formulated ideas and
developed an advertising
strategy.
"We were "allocated" a
$30 million media budget to
play with." Mintz said.
The campaign is based on
three points, quality,
economy and sportiness. he
said. The group chose
"Toyota-The Tough One"
as their key slogan. They

also revised Toyota's
present slogan, "You've
asked for it, you've got it"
to "You've asked for it,
we've got it" and have
incorporated this into their
campaign.
Mintz said the judging of
the competition will be
based primarily on each

Science is one reason for
present optimism, they said.
So are new or proposed
government attitudes and
policies.
"The world has a chance
to feed itself," said Dr.
Robert R. Spitzer of Food
for Peace, Agency for
International Development

of (he US State
Department, speaking at the
American Chemical
Society's centennial
meeting.
'"We have
an
unprecedented wealth of
new information from
exploratory research." said
Dr. Ralph W.F. Hardy of
l h e D u p o ii t Co.,
Wilmington, Dt'.
He said (hat some of this
knowledge, if developed 10
application, might double
production of certain crops.
Another promising

• ATTENTION
JUNIORS *
NEED A $1,000 FELLOWSHIP
NEXT YEAR?
HAVE A 3.2 OR BETTER
GRADE AVERAGE?
PLANNING A CAREER IN JOURNALISM.
BROADCASTING. POLITICAL OR GOVERNMENT SERVICE. PUBLIC HEALTH OR
COMMUNITY SERVICE. OR ANOTHER
PUBLIC AFFAIRS FIELD?

PICK UP APPLICATIONS
FOR THE
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS

THE EXECUTIVE
summary. Mintz said, is a
short paper highlighling the
key points of the campaign.
The presenlation will detail

the campaign highlights and
feature several television
and radio advertisments the
team has created.
After the competition,
the Toyota Corp. may use
any of the teams' slogans
and ideas in their
professional advertising
campaign.

Senate ok's benefits
By Tom Griesser
Staff Writer
Faculty Senate voted
yesterday to approve a
report by its welfare
committee outlining desired
changes in faculty fringe
benefits.
Senate voted to support
changes in the retirement
plan for University faculty
members. Dr. Genevievc
Slang, chairman of the
faculty welfare committee.

Crop growth expected
NEW YORK (AP) -- Food
scientists expressed hope
yesterday that new
knowledge and new policies
could detour the world's
population from collision
with mass starvation.

team's executive summary
and the half hour
presentation they will give
tomorrow in Columbus.

avenue is the use of
micro-organisms 10 produce
initrilous protein from solid
wastes, said Dean A. E.
Humphrey of the University
of Pennsylvania's College of
Engineering and Applied
Science.
Humphrey said the
United Stales aloneproduces one billion tons of
solid wastes a year, from
animal feed lots, municipal
wastes, agriculture and
forests, and ways arc being
found to have single cell
organisms convert them into
high-pioteiu material.

said the desired changes in
the retirement plan "would
in essence have die effect of
increasing benefits for
faculty members."
Under the retirement
plan advocated by Senate,
the present retirement
plan's I ,S per cent inflation
escaltor would be increased.
SENATE also voted to
attempt to institute more
elleetive and comprehensive
insurance policies for
faculty members. A
resolution was passed,
asking the University to
obtain an official ruling
from the Ohio Bureau of
Employment icgarding all
eligibility requirement! for
unemployment
compensation.
One of the issues which
sparked debate among
Sen.ne members WM faculty
discounts. Currently,
faculty members receive a
discount on tickets for
University football,
basketball and hockq
games.
Faculty members also
receive a 10 per cent
discount on all purchases
made at the University
Bookslore and the Union
1 ilile Shop.

Dr. Peter A. Facione.
chairman of the philosophy
department, spoke against
com inning the discount for
athletic events.
"It seems to me that
faculty discounts to sports
events will lend to cause less
revenue, and therefore
cither an increase in
students' tuition rates or a
decrease in our own
salaries." he said.
SENATE VOTED to
continue this discount,
however, and expressed
support of the University
policy of providing one
parking space for each
faculty member.
In his address to Senate.
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr. apologized
because no candidate in the
presidential election
campaign has come to the
Universiiy.
Moore said the University
has been attempnng to
bring presidential candidates
to speak. He said ili.it there
is a chance that either
former Georgia Gov. Jimmy
Carter or Rep. Morris K.
Udall (D-Ariz) may visil the
campus during spring
quarter.

SKI CLUB ELECTIONS

AND PARTY THURSDAY NITE
8-12 p.m. ICE ARENA LOUNGE'
ELECTIONS AT 9:00 PM
booze, beer, movie, music, refreshments'
OPEN TO ALL MEMBERS
& THEIR GUESTS

DOOR PRIZE —
ONE PAIR OF NEW SKIS
BE THERE

Pol. Sci.-Williams 223
Journalism- Univ. Hall 104
Broadcasting-So. Hall 413
Health & Community Svcs - Shatzel 113

Application Deadline: April 23

Track Meat Champion.
Wove set all records for the Quarter Pounder.®*
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News sponsors
design contest
What do you think the News' logotype should look
like? If you ate a student with artistic talents, here's a
chance to design something to be seen by thousands of
students as they pick up the News each morning.
We are sponsoiing a logo design contest to brighten up
our pages. Logos should he designed for page one,
editorials, local briefs, day in review, focus features,
classified, placement interviews and our outdoors
column, as well as any other ideas you might wish to
generate. Size specifications are available by mail from
the News. Please indicate interest through the mail, not
in person.
We desire using a similar typeface in all logos, SQ keep
this in mind when coming up with ideas.
We will be offering a $15 gift certificate for the
designer we choose, with $5 and $10 gift certificates
going to the runners-up.
The BG News editorial board will judge all entries,
whidi must, be iclurned to us by May J. 1976.

Court's ruling narrows privacy right
By Charles Eckstein
Copy Editor
Nine days ago the
Supreme Court ruled that
no constitutional right is
violated when a state makes
it a crime for consenting
adults to have private
homosexual relations.
But last week's decision
not only states that millions
of American homosexuals
do not constitutionally
enjoy the same rights and
privileges as other citizens,
but it also creates strong
implications that the right
to privacy may be further
narrowed by future court
decisions.
In the March 29 ruling,
the court affirmed, without

hearing litigation or issuing
an explanatory opinion, a
decision of a three-judge
federal appeals court
upholding the state of
Virginia's sodomy law. This
law classifies sodomy as a
felony punishable by a
maximum of five years in
prison and a $1,000 fine.
A MEMBER of the
University's Gay Union,
Glenn F. Strobel, graduate
assistant in psychology,
compared the court's
decision to the 1857 Dred
Scott ruling in which the
court refused to grant basic
constitutional rights to
black slaves.
However, Strobel said
there may be some good

that could come out of last
week's ruling, because it
"probably could be a
consciousness-raising
decision" and eventually
outrage enough of the
nation to cause a reversal of
the ruling. "A lot of work
has gone down the drain
because of the decision,"
Strobel said.

News
analysis
The frustration in
St rood's words should be
apparent to all lovers of
individual freedom,
something which the
present Supreme Court

Howard Hughes' death: 'ordinary'
HOUSTON (AP)--Doctors
discovered yesterday (hat
Howard Hughes hud died
"an ordinary death" due to
kidney failure, while
government agents checked
fingerprints to make
positive identification of the
billionaire recluse.
The Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) also said that
if Hughes left his fortune to
medical research, which his
lawyer says he may have
done, it will escape taxes.
Otherwise, the maximum
estate tax of 77 per cent
could apply against much of
Hughes' money, estimated
at between $1.5 billion and

STARTS FRIDAYI

...FIRST AREA SHOWINOI

$2 billion.
Meanwhile, after a
2M-hour autopsy, Dr. Henry
Mclntosh, chairman of
internal medicine at Baylor
College of Medicine, said:
"The kidneys are
responsible for getting rid of
waste products. When they
don't function well, waste
products accumulate. If
nothing is done, the patient
eventually will die. This, I
think, is what happened."
"As far as I'm concerned

for Hughes' company had
initially said the billionaire
had died of a stroke.

it's an ordinary death," said
Dr. Joseph Jachirhczyk,
Harris County medical
examiner, "It's just that it
was not an ordinary
person."
Hughes died Monday at
age 70 while en route by
plane from the Mexican
resort of Acapulco for
medical treatment here.
Jachimczyk said Hughes'
relatives, whom he did not
name, granted a request for
the autopsy. A spokesman

A Treasury Department
spokesman said two IRS
agents and one Customs
Service agent were
dispatched to the Houston
hospital where Hughes'
body was taken Monday to
make the identification and
would bring back to
Washington proff of
Hughes' identification.
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OHIO AND 12 other
states have followed the
sensible lead of Illinois in
passing liberalized measures
concerning sexual activities.
However, as Strobel
cautioned, it is possible the
new decision may invalidate
Ohio's law in future
applications.
The lawyers who litigated
against the Virginia law
based their arguments upon
earlier Supreme Court
rulings. They claimed the
law infringed
upon "the
privacy...of marriage, upon
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STEVEN O. LUDD. a
Syracuse University law
professor and author of a
doctotal dissertation
concerning the fundamental
rights to enjoy sexual
freedom, visited the
University last week and
said he believed the court's
decision was "very
inconsistent with where

personal liberties have been
going" in the last several
years.
Laws like Virginia's
sodomy statute are
dangerous because they are
extremely hard to enforce,
Ludd said. "Both the ABA
(American Bar Association)
and
the
A merican
Psychiatric Association have
come out against these
types of laws."
However, the Supreme
Court can be considered a
barometer of the public's
feelings. Ludd said the
conservative trend of the
high court reflects the
attitudes the nation has
adopted
since the
Southeastern Asian military
conflicts and the student
riots that followed.
Court rulings such as the
liberalized abortion decision
have also resulted in a sense
of overabundant federal
intervention, Ludd said.
"Because there is such a
suspicion on the behalf of
the citizenry of the court's
decisions., .they (the
justices) are letting the
states make
their own
decisions. But the court is
not saying state laws cannot
be changed."
Repeal legislation is
pending in several
legislatures in stales which
have
laws similar to
Virginia's sodomy statute.
Legislation is also pending
in Congress-but it is a
dream to believe the repeal
bill's passage will be actively
sought in this, an election
year.

SEE OUR AMAUiVG ASSORTMENT
OF HOUSEPLANTS AND.SUPPLIES,
P0TTERV AND MACRAMC...
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR. YOUR
GARDEN, INDOORS OR OUT!

^1

BARGAIN PRICES

the sanctity of the home or
upon the nuture of family
life." The court, under the
liberal guidance of former
Chief Justice Earl Warren,
established this phrase as a
precedent for personal
privacy cases in Griswold vs.
Connecticut, in 1965. a
decision allowing for the
personal
use
of
contraceptives.
The precedent was cited
again eight years later in
Roe vs. Wade to extend the
right to privacy to women
desiring legal abortions.
These two cases were
among the most important
of a series which extended
personal constitutional
rights and liberties for the
duration of the Warren
court. That progress is now
slowly being eradicated.
Leading this conservative
trend are the four Nixon
appointees to the court.
Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger and Justices Lewis
F. Powell Jr.,
Harry A.
Blackmun and William H.
Rehnquist. each of whom
voted against deciding the
Virginia homosexuals' case
without hearing opposing
arguments.

1016 N. MAIN • NEXT TO KR06ERS

APPLICATION FOR STUDENT
TEACHING, WINTER. 1977
MONDAY. APRIL 12, 1976
GRAND BALLROOM
Students planning to student teach during Winter,
1977 should attend one of the meetings that will be
held every hour, the first meeting beginning at 1 pm
and the last at 5 pm. Applications will be distributed,
and supervisors will be available to help students with
questions concerning student teaching stations.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

I apparently refuses to
recognize. The late Justice
Louis D. Brandeis clearly
expressed this feeling in his
dissenting opinion of a 1928
telephone wiretapping case
when he asserted that the
"right to be left alone" is
indeed a fundamental right.
The court's new ruling
does not ban homosexual
rights nationwide, but
simply allows conservative
homosexual laws in states to
remain effective.
In the past, every state
treated homoxexual
activities as crimes, until
1961, when Illinois legalized
such conduct between
consenting adults in private.
Thirty-six states still have
laws similar to the
conservative Virginia
statute.

Stadium View Plaza
The Domino's People are
Pizza People of BGSU

,
Phono

Hours 4:30 - 1 Sun. - Thursday
4:30 - 2 Friday & Saturday

352-5221

*
*
*

2 Bedroom 1 %A bath
dishwashers

j Fall rates - 4 people - $75/person/month
f
Summer rates $120/ apt.
*
+
X

For more information
call 352-1476
anytime
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the clothes tree

7-9 tonight

GRAND OPENING
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Old fraternity
row across
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$

300.00 WORTH OF
MERCHANDISE GIVEN AWAY
REFRESHMENTS SERVED AND
WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED
SAT 10th
MERCHANDISE
FROM:
PANDORA
FIRE ISLANDER
WHISTLE STOP
ST. MISCHEL
VERA

STORM
MANAGEMENT:
OWNER -BETTY MACK,
Jff MANAGER
\r\ i(
CINDY RETTH
FASHION
CONSULTANTSCARRIE WHATELYI
AND JANET HESSE
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Bigelow's Music Shoppe is "a good thing."

A back room crowded with tools serves as an instrument repair shop.

Bigelow the music man: memories linger, talent survives
By Debbie Gebolys
Although Jack Bigelow has been running his music shop
on Wooster Street lor more than 50 years, it is not his only
occupation.
With his wife. Florence. Bigelow has built his Instrument
supply and repair shop. The Bigelow Music Shoppe, into
what he calls "one of the finest stores in northwest Ohio."
While still managing die shop, he has performed on
vaudeville stages throughout the country.
Performing has not always been a sideline for the
82-year-old Bigelow. Since his early childhood, he has been
involved in music, playing the trumpet and xylophone.
He explained that his show business career started "right
here on the streets of Bowling Green. And we'd pack 'em
in-people would come from miles around to hear us play."
"WE" REFERS TO Bigelow. his seven brothers and
sisters and his parents. Together they composed the
Bigelow Family Band.
Wednesday nights on Main Street were quite a show,
according to Bigelow. Every week, the street was closed off

for the Bigelow family's vaudevilian hand, and audiences
that "really loved our music."
Show business apparently came easily to the family, who
earned early recognition from the now oxtincl Toledo News
Bee while performing in Bowling Green But the family
traveled a long way from home with their band and Bigelow
credils the family with two world records during their
lengthy carccTT'
During a year that Bigelow cannot remember, but
presumably during the twenties, the Bigelow Family Band
became the first hand in the world to perform on an
airborne plane. As the eldest child, he was to be in charge
of the other three members of the band who made the
memorable flight on a duahwinged plane.
The plane Uxik off from Toledo, and circled an east-side
field before landing near
Scott High School Bigelow
presented a yellowed news clipping in a glass frame as proof
of the adventure.
SOON AFTER THIS event. Bigelow said the band joined
a famous vaudeville circuit, the Keith Orphyum Circuit, and
"played ail the big cities with people like Jack Benny and
Edgar Bergen. And we headlined over them on the bill, did

you get that? We were listed above them...we were big: we
were damn big."
Tliis was the peak of the Bigelows' career, when Bigelow
said lie was being paid ShOO a week It was then that the
hand sei a second world record.
Bigelow said that the Bigelow Family Band held the
record for the longest time "one Ijand ever ftlaycd in one
place "
They performed at Fountain Ferry Park in St. Louis. Mo.
Bigelow could only say that the band played there every
summer for "a long, long time. Bui it was so long ago I
don't remember how long it really was."
The band continued to play the public circuit, but
vaudeville began ils downhill plunge al about the same time
that Bigelow was ready to leave it.
AFTER REQUESTS from townspeople and school
teachers. Bigelow decided to return lo Bowling Green to
"teach instruments." Reluctantly, Bigelow gave up the idea
when he could not find a studio.
Instead, Bigelow opened his store at I2f> E. Wooster.
Because there was very little money left from the band act,
his relatives advised him against going into such a risky
business venture.

"But there's one trait in me-I never give up. I never have
and never will," he said. "I never accept failure."
So he opened the store, and he saul lie it happy wilh it,
and he is doing well. "This thing's a good ihiug I'll tell
ya..."
The store carries a full line of hand and orchestra
instruments, and has a icpair department. Bigelow said the
store is equipped to outfit a 50 piece band
AND AS FOR show business, he said his wife. Florence,
has the band booked a year ahead. Seven of the original 10
members are still alive, but only five are in the band,
renamed Jack Bigelow and his Musical Misses
The band perform! at the American I egion Hall, and at
senior citizens' parties in Bowling Green and in Toledo.
Being confined to local appearances doesn t bother
Bigelow. He said his favorite audiences arc those in Toledo.
Bigelow said he loves to perform lor Polish people in
Toledo because they are the most friendly and appreciative.
"They'd do anything foi me," he said.
So at H2, the cheerful man is siill operating his store and
managing and performing in his vaudeville band Does he
plan to slow down? He smiled broadly and answered. "I
guess I haven't got brains enough to quit."

The ordinal Bigelow Family Band, with Jack at age 19 in the middle of the back row.

Newsphotos by Lance Wynn
Bigrlow reflecta on memories of the "good old days.'
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local briefs

ADC recipient percentage drops; total rises
By Sherry Kirkendull
Staff Reporter

Job services
The US Department of Lahoi is sponsoring several
programs designed to provide young people with
temporary and permanent jobs and with services to
permit them to work.
In addition to providing health and child care for
persons wanting to work, the department has four major
programs which provide employment services
-Comprehensive employment and naming;
•-Apprenticeship training;
•State employment service youth programs and
••Job Corps.
Interested persons should contact the Employment
and Training Administration, US Department of Labor,
601 D St., NW. Washington. DC 20213.

Ski Club
Ski Club elections for 1976-77 will be held during the
meeting at H p.m. tomorrow in the Ice Arena Lounge.

Revenue sharing
Dr. Frederick D. Slockcr, professor of economics and
public administration at Ohio Stale University, will
speak on "A Program of Slate Revenue Sharing for
Ohio" at 3 p.m. tomorrow in 105 Business
Administration Bldg.
The program is free and open to the public.

German meeting
I here will he a meeting Of German majors and minors
at 7:30 p.m. tonight In the Rivei Room. Union.

Workshop
The Faculty Development Program l.nplemeni.iiion
Coniniiltcc is sponsoring a workshop tided "Faculty
Leaves and Exchanges" at 3 p.m. tomorrow in the
Wayne Room, Union.

Anthropology
Dr. David Sloiheis, profeuoi ,il the University of
Toledo, will discuss his research about prehistoric man in
northwestern Ohio al 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Pink
Dogwood Room. Union.
His lecture is sponsored by the Phi Kappa Phi honor
society and is free .mil open to the public.

Mortar Board
Cathy 1. Richards was tapped into Mortal Board last
vW*k. The News erroneously reported that Katharine A.
Richards was inducted.

CSU Conference
The Cleveland State Unlveraity (CSU) Hunger
Resource Group will sponsor a conference on hunger
Saturday al CSU, It is open to all university-affiliated
groups and Individuals in Ohio
Interested persons should contact the CSU Hunger
Resource Group al 216-687-2065,

A young divorced mother of two eagerly awaited her
monthly ADC (Aid to Dependent Children) check.
"What can I say1"' she said, "Without it, I couldn't even
begin to meet the expenses of raising my children today."
The expenses are mostly from food and shelter. "And I
don't care what people think." she said, "there's never any
money left over."
This young mother is one of 2.210 Wood County
residents who received ADC benefits for the month of
April. In a news release issued by the office of the state
auditor. Thomas E. Ferguson, it was announced that the
April distribution of ADC funds for the 88 counties in
Ohio was $35,558,447. From this total. Wood County
recipients received $126,539.

Edwards said he also wished to dispel a popular belief
that people who draw ADC benefits are usually not
qualified to receive them and arc illegally taking a free ride
at the expense of the general public.
"I maintain the number of people on ADC who do not
qualify are not nearly as high as the public would think."
he said He reported that in a study conducted last year,
only 43 cases involving an error were found in Wood
County.
"MOST OF THESE errors were generally only errors of a
few dollars either *ay." he said, "and often times were
merely middle of the month errors that would have been

THIS AMOUNT DOES not include weekly ADC
auxiliary payments made primarily to new recipients
throughout the month, nor does it reflect the food stamp
allowances made for ADC recipients.
The state welfare department distributes the food
stamps. ADC payments to those recipients choosing to
receive stamps are reduced accordingly.

"Rarely does a child support ruling
exceed $50 per month and there
is just no way a mother can
raise children on that amount."
Although the main April distribution included 48 more
recipients than in March, and an additional $2,402 than the
previous month, the situation in Wood County seems to be
improving, according to E. M. Edwards, director of the
Wood County Welfare Dept.i
"The payments have been going up and up and arc now
finally beginning to level off and plateau," he said. "March
and April have been our best months in some time."
HE ASSESSED, though, that a seasonal decline was
partly responsible. "Generally our volume of cases decrease
in good weather, largely due to seasonal employment that
makes jobs easier to find and hold on to in the warm
weather," Edwards said.
He cited the recession and unemployment as major
reasons foi the number of two-parent households on the
ADC program. "Of every MX) cases we handle." he said,
"maybe 3040 are children of two-parent households who
are on ADC only because both parents ate unable to find
work."
However, he said the major cause for the increasing case
load is the breakdown of family life.
"The high divorce rate is the reason for ADC being such
a gigantic program nationwide," he said, adding that the
courts have contributed to the problem by not requiring
sufficient monetary support front the primary breadwinner.
"RARELY DOES A child-support ruling exceed $50 per
month and there is just no way a mother can raise children
on that amount." Edwards said
"In order to raise the children on child support checks
from the father, he would have to be an extremely affluent
man." Fdwards said. "So the custodian of the children
must either seek employment or go on public assistance."
A custodian is defined as an adult supporting at least one
child.
Edwatds said the average ADC payment piobably runs
■bout $200 a month. A custodian with one child receives
$168.
"I THINK IT is important to note that the average
family receiving ADC payments, al least in Wood Count] . is
not the large six-or seven-children households that people
tend to think." he said. "Our average number in a
household receiving ADC ranges only from two to three
children, just your average Wood County household size."

GREENBRIAR
NORTH

E.M. Edwards, director. Wood County Welfare Dept,
corrected al (he normal six month review of each case."
He said office mistakes were also to blame foi some of
the errors found.
Edwards said he also would like to dispel the belief that
people on public assistance program! .ire not motivated to
search lot employment and oilier means ol Itipport.
"The ADC piogr.un does provide some work incentives,
he said, explaining that the majoi breadwinnei can
supplement Ins income by working and then subtract the
first $30 that he makes from the total ADC payment and
divide the remamdei by three. This is die total amount of
aid eligible for the employed person to receive.
EDWARDS SAID income from any source except
employment results in a dollar lor dollai reduction in ADC
and "a sotiy case indeed
He cited this as a majoi reason lor mothers I.tiling to
leport supplemental payments made b\ fathers as
"under-the-table" child support.
The ADC program was created in the Social Security Act
of 1935 to insure thai children were not penalized because
their parents had no money. Children who receive ADC
benefits are children whose parents are dead, absent,
unemployed oi among the working pooi
ADC benefits include u food, slieliei and clothing
allowance, plus eligibility foi lice school lunch programs
and food stamps. Some medical assistance is also available
tluough the Medicaid program.
However, as of May I. the medical benefits ADC
recipients will be eligible to receive will be sharply reduced
In a memorandum received in March by the welfare
department, it was noted that because ot the rising costs ol
medical care today, some benefits will be reduced.

"ADC is lied very closely to the economy. If
unemployment continues, if unemployment benefits run
out before the breadwinnei can locale other work, then the
number oi ADC cases will continue to grow.'' he said.
He said urbanization contributed to the increase because
the conservative lendencies of small rural communities can
make those eligible to receive benefits reluctant lo apply.
"IT'S SO MUCH e.isiei to maintain anonymity in the
urban luge city." Edwards said "In the smaller towns and
villages everyone knows who you are and a stigma is
attached to those receiving such benefits "
To be eligible for ADC payments, applicants must
demonstrate financial need, icsidc in Ohio and have
children under 21 living at home with .1 parent or relative
b) blood oi marriage
One oi both parents must be dead, injured, sick
unemployed 01 absent from the home, limitations are
placed on the value of savings, life insurance, property and
automobiles.

in cooperation with the

ORPHYUM CIRCUIT OF BGSU
presents

LE CABARET: A REVUE
A New York Cabaret style performance of two acts
crammed with the best songs and dances of Broadway.
Staged by the Orphyum Circuit talented music & theatre majors from bgsu

CALL 352-0717
FOR RENTAL
INFORMATION

TWO PERFORMANCES EACH NIGHT —8:00 & 10:00 P.M.
FRIDAY, APRIL 9 /r^v
ADMISSION '5.00 |U

APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
for all S.G.A. Boards and Committees. Pick up applications in Room
405 Student Services any time between 8:00 - 4:30 starting
Wednesday, April 7. Deadline is Friday, April 16.

Personnel Bd.
Orientation Bd.
Chanties Bd.
Organizations Bd.
Spirit & Traditions Bd.
Elections & Opinions Bd.
Publications Bd.
Academic Affairs Bd.

sou don't have the money or a job." he said.
He said the unselfish philosoph) ol medicine no longer
exists.
"DOCTORS ARE becoming big business " Edwards said.
adding that he doesn't expect the health care community to
voluntarily pick up the slack created b> the program cut.
\Mnle the percentage increase of those on public
assistance in Wood County and the stale of Ohio is
decreasing, the number of cases nationally continues to
climb
"As the population grows and as it urbanizes we're itomg
to have continued increases in public assistance claims.
Edwards said, "although I think the percentage increasewdl
continue to decline."

^<Mu\ &vwC

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
UNFURNISHED EFFICIENCY
FROM'85
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
FROM *90
1 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
FROM* 160
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED
FROM* 165

BOARDS

THE TENTATIVE CUTS include dental and optometric
care deemed unnecessary during the medical screening
process. This money will be given to both custodian and
child when they become eligible, and again to the child at
the ages of one. four, seven and sixteen.
"This cut in medical services is a matter of great concern
to me," Edwards said, "especially as it relates to children."
He said it was unreasonable to think that medical
problems would not develop between these screening
processes and that many problems could be quite serious.
"Medical and allied services are getting more and more
crass, too. about giving of their time and their services if

COMMITTEES
Ice Arena Advisory
Athletics
Health Service Advisory
University Parking
Academic Honesty
Bookstore Advisory
Cultural Events
Computing Activities
Instructional Media
Center Advisory

Library Advisory
Long range Financial Planning
Faculty Advisory
Publications
Student Financial Aids
University Union Advisory
Honors & Awards
Experimental Studies
Broadcast Policy

includes 2 free drinks

SATURDAY, APRIL 10

V

SEATING IS LIMITED
reservations
recommended
352-5211

HEAR SELECTIONS FROM:
—MUSIC MAN
—SWEET CHARITY
—HAIR
—PORGY&BESS
—GODSPELL
—WEST SIDE STORY
—THE FANTASTIKS
and many more.

EN JO Y COCKTAILS AND
LIGHT HORS'DOEUVRES
SERVED TABLESIDE
PRICE OF $5 INCLUDES
2 FREE DRINKS OF YOUR
CHOICE.

oJVUA.
^o&rJca^S)
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Outlaw's concert
satisfying, flawed
Review by
David Fandray
Duane Allman and Dickie
Beits, perhaps even more
than such trailhla/ing
guitansts as Jim: Hendrix
and brie Clapton, have left
an indelible mark on the
course ■.-<( American rock
music.
For, even though Hendrix
and Clapton legitimized the
use of the guitai ai III end
m itself in tock longs, it ».is
Ml in an and Bet is who
popularized' the use of
multiple lead guitarists in
one band.
Be) ond this, then
brilliant interplay on the
tusi three Allman Brothers
albums inspired a legion of
young guitarists to see
extended, multiple-guitai
jams .is the purest form of
lock music
HENCE, there has been
.in amazing proliferation ol
southern boogie/jam bands
in the last few years.
Each, from Marshalllucker to Lynyrd Skynyrd

The Grand Ballroom shook with southern boogie music Monday
night as the Outlaws performed before a somewhat small but
responsive crowd. The News" David Kandr.iv was there and filed
the accompanying review. (Newsphoto by Daniel Hoi

by Garry Trudeau
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to the Atlanta Rhythm
Section, has had its own
peculiar variation on the
basic boogie 'n' blues jam
band idea Yet. each has
also shown itself to be
dedicated to an overriding
belief that extensive
displays of guitai virtuosity
are an essential ingredient of
good music
Monda) evening, vet
another, of these bands, the
Outlaws.
came to the
University.
The group, in its Grand
Balitoom appearance,
proved itself to be an
extreme!) competent band
of musicians, capable at
times ol creating powerful
and exciting music,
WHAT KEPT the
O u 11 aw s fro in bei ng
completely satisfying was us
display of a son of musical
schizophrenia.
On the one side of tis
musical personality, ihe
band came on .is the classic
southern jam band. »ith us
two wildfire lead guitarists
niling away .is if to save
theii lives.
On the othet side, the
hand came on as ,i light.
coiiuii> lock ensemble
much along the lines ol ihe
Eagles and even the Doobie

Brothers al tunes
I nfoi i nil Jtely,

the

Outlaws chose to open and
close
iheii set with a
showcase ol music revealing
the |am band side ol thcll

WHILE BOTH of the
band's lead guitarists are
extremely
skillful
instrumental technicians.
they failed to make the
extended jams that opened
and closed the show any
mote than simple displays

of technical prowess,
They
seldom showed
emotion in then playing
making the jams seem moie
like flnget exercises. Given
the i e petitions backup
provided by the group's
rhythm section, the riffing
became monotonous in a
very short tune.
The heart of the set,
ihough, was thoroughly
enjoyable, as the band
proved itself to be capable
of producing some very
engaging country -rock,
In its shorter, punchiet
songs, ihe Ouilaws were
brilliant in then utilization
ol vocal hat monies, and
both lead guitarists ptoved
10 be i|iiile effective when
limited

On the basis ol Monday's
performance, it would seem
likely thai the Outlaws will
find considerable success, n
only they can confine then
iiisiiiimeni.il excesses and
furthet develop then
distinctive style in shorter,
more carefully developed
material,
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Rock guitarists such as Jimi Hendrix and Eric Clapton
may have immortalized the instrument hut it look
lead guitar duos such as ihe Outlaws have to help
create "Ihe purest form of rock music "(Newsphoto
by Daniel Ho)
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NOW LEASING FOR FALL RENTALS
CONVENIENTTO CAMPUS. ICE ARENA, FOOTBALL
STADIUM, LIBRARY. SHOPPING. MOVIE THEATERS
AND RESTERAUNTS
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Ridge Manor
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519 Ridge St.
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3 man
4 man

'290 - 9 V, mo.
270-12 mo.
'320 - 9Vt mo.
300 - 12 mo.

*
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

SALE
20% OFF
All stock items
Frames
Mats
Pictures
Molding
HOURS: TUES, THURS,
SAT

*

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Management Agent For
Piedmont Apartment St - 8th St. & High
Haven House Manor -1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birch wood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Efficiency 1 & 2 bedroom and houses
furnished & unfurnished

Leasing Now For Summer and Fall
MOOfl OPEN - 15 DAILY
■> BI nROO"'' APIS
HIRNISHF0
REC BUILDING " ITH BO" I l« G
GRI EN'S I P.NI Y INDOOR <WiM|iyG
POOL, Pius FIREPI ftCI POOL TABI I
Pi' II PONG I'll! vtll R i II0 UNO I I iNli'll
I5*"

luir qi ' "
'
• ;• I
'
•■
STOP A*'I) SFF BI i 0RJ HI NT I
Leasing Office

TKE RUSH
Wed., April 7
7:30-???
ALL INTERESTED MEN
ARE INVITED
Tocos and Refreshments

GASHEAI AIR CONDITIONING K CABLI I'
NEW FURNITURE

FRAMING

NEXT TO ROLLER RINK
You can continue to receive our services in
Toledo at 2415 S. Byrne Road.

Roy
Rogers
Family Restaurants

(tAMIl*
HeSTAUMtfT

300 E. Wooster
3741 WoodviHo Hd
Bowling Green
Noiihwood

WEIL FRAME IT
336 S. MAIN ST

Enjoy Roy's famous Roast Beef Sandwich; tender,
juicy roast round of beef sliced thin and stacked high
on a sesame bun, with Cowboy Fries.

GOOD
[APRIL 7,
1976 ONLY

10:00-5:30
10:00-4:00

DISCOUNT

ROAST BEEF & FRIES

OPEN AT
10:30 AM|

*
*
*****••*****•*•*••***•****

■*

* DOLLAR DAY*

$1.00

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

fully furnished
■ all utilities paid
CALL 352-0717

IS

G
Phone 352 9378

af Cherrywood Club

8th & High St.

■

TKE
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Flyers to compete for awards

IF WE MISSED YOU
WITH THIS WEEK'S
MAILER STOP INTO
THE STORE FOR
YOUR FREE COPY!
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of the National Collegiate
Flying
Association,
featuring flying teams from
Ohio University, Ohio State
University. Kent State
University, the University of
Toledo and Bowling Green,
will begin al 8:30 a.m.

mn

*"

begin at 10:30 a.m. Teams
are required to drop a
container from 300 feet
elevation, onto a target area.
The event is similar to a
rescue mission, Heyde said.

The All-Ohio Invitational

INI I

WITH /.// m""

competition is scheduled to

Staff Reporter
Whai is billed as "the
biggest
collegiate flying
meet that Ohio has had" is
scheduled for this weekend
at Wood County Airport on
East Poe Road, according to
Ray E. Heyde, senior and
president of the University
Flying Club.
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free
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place between 2:30-5 p.m.
The pilot must cut the
power slowly while landing

mnway.
The

presentations of awards to
all first, second and third

Heyde explained.
message drop
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OVEN FRESH KITCHEN CREATIONS!
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
APPLE DANISH
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FOR SUMMER
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LOST AND FOUND
LOST:
A
moonstone
(glassy) &
silver ring.
Sentimental value. Contact
Dianne at 372-5977.
LOST:
Indian Turquoise
watchband/watch. Very
important
personal
meaning. $50 reward.
372-1637.
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WAYNE
APTS.
DELUXE 2 BDRM.
FURNISHED APTS.
APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR FALL

CALL FOR APPT.
372-0052
IFNO ANSWER
CALL 352-3029
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summer.

Call

F.
rmmt. for spr. qtr.
$85/mo. own rm. & bath.
3521938.
Rick needs 1 m. rmmte.
a.s.a.p. 419-798-5142.

HELP WANTED
Drivers w/ car. Apply in
person. Crusty's. 532 E.
Woostar.

1 or 2 f. immates. next yr.
Haven
House.
Call
352-5001.

NEEDED,
CAMP
COUNSELORS Counselors
&
water front director
TTT camp
for girls,
located near Fort Wayne.
Indiana from Aug. 1st thru
29th. We seek individuals w/
background
in
nature,
swimming arts & crafts,
sports & dramatics. Call
Kathy French at 352-5507
for an interview.

PERSONALS

Waiters & waitresses. Must
be neat. 352-8742.

1 or 2 m. immed! to subl.
apt. $75 ea. util. inc. Jim,
352-5522.

u.28*

4 Trmh

TTTf

Need 2 or 3 rmmate. for
sum. Call Sandy 2-5491
after 5.

WANTED

SScilicMlcMMMMMJcM
°CKST TOOTHPASTE

21 Dvuchad
PraAi
22 OM of tb* Kttm
34 Aft, ayo
28 Phvxent Rabi
2*
ovar
30 Fortnar

BG Judo Club practice/work-out Rm. 201 Hayes 7:30-9:30
p.m.

Intro, to Plant Life &
creative side of plant life.
Classes starting soon. Call
the PLANT LADY now to
register. 352-1809.

^
CREAM CHEESE

20 Knu«lod«*

Finders Records has the
new Led Zepplin LP...only
$3.89.
Ear
piercing now at
Kleever's Jewelers $7.50
complete w/earring. Ph.
353-6691.
Silk Screen Sat. coming up
April 17th at The Wheel,
stop in for more info.
New Doobie Bios. LP.only
$3.89 at Finders Records.
Dave
tions
good
Mangs

& Jan ■ Congratulaon your pinning &
luck! Psycho. Sings,
& Rudys.

Delta Upsilon Little Sis
Rush tonite, 7-? Dance
contest - all girls welcome.
Good luck to all spring
rushees. from the Sisters of
Delta Gamma.
Congratulations Karen
Webei & Becky Bohlman on
Mortar Board. LITB. The
DG's.
Congratulations Beck on
senior scholarship. LITB,
The sisters of Delta Gamma.

PRISH CRISP

.22°

W—, *>MII*Oll>>Mt*

1 Stony
2 Drtva. in Prana
3 Young yoara

It FwicinclMp

Alpha Epsilon Delta Initiation, Presidents Lounge, Ice
Arena, 7:30 p.m. If anyone interested in joining call Dave
Pinson, 352-8590.

Expert typing. Reasonable
rates. 352-7305.
5 M PA
Emotional 4
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M&F 1-3p.m. Tu.. W. Th. 6:30-9:30
p.m.

«.29c

ENDIVE, ESCAROLE & ROMAINE
BANANAS

Vtf
71 Actraaa VanJon
DOWN

Bible studies 603 Clough St.

S 1 09

__

I? Job for a M

A6 Motbarofa
US Pnafetat*
87
paxla
francata
88 NUM. in Roma
80 Pam airport
70 Comprahanaivt

B-ball Marathon tor chanty.
Mens gym, Sat. 2, April
24-25.
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Active Christians
Noon & 2 p.m.

aviation

colleges."
He said efforts could be
made to add an aviation
program to the University

CLaSSIFIED ~*m>-

Experienced Farm Help to
drive farm equipment for
spring field work. 686-4527
after 8 p.m.

TFTIFY

TEA
BAGS

■wi

Jewels by Park Lane. Needs
representative in this area.
Part-time work - full time
pay. Work 15 hrs. a week &
earn $150. Write S.K. Price
R.R. 4
Defiance. Ohio
43512 Please send resume.

SI AWAY WHOU
Si AWAY FROZEN

on a six-inch strip on ihe
runway.
A banquet will be held at
9
p.m. Saturday for

ACROSS
I
5
10
M

Sigma Phi Epsilon - Open
rush -tonight 7:30-9:30.

9 *.">.- lOp.m

I 800 438 3710

USOA CHOOSY CHOICE

HOMI PRIOE

THE FINAL event, ihe
power-on landing, will lake

develop

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CAMPUS CALENDAR

ABORTION
•125.00

SUGAR ■:.,

event is probably the most
exciting of all events, Heyde

THE
FIRST event
scheduled is Ihe power-off
landing. This event requires
that the pilot allow the
engine to idle at 800 feet
elevation and then glide
onto a six-inch strip on the

Classifieds
get
results

UK-

POWOIBFO

will start at 1:00 p.m., he
said. Pilots must clear a
barrier two meters high and
land on a six-inch strip on
the
runway, 50 meters
beyond the barrier. This

added.

IB.

itttt.

The open landing event

spectators will be permitted
to sit 100 feet from the
landing area. Heyde said.

WISH
MIMT

Heyde said a 150-mile
cross country (light is also
planned, with the first
group of flyers leaving at
11:30 a.m. and the second
group one hour later.

Ohio, and Robert O'Haver.
place finishers and to the
coach of the US precision
top pilot, top novice or first
team, will judge
time competitor and top . flight
events and present awards.
team, Heyde said.
Heyde said the meet is
Norman J.
Crabtree,
conducted "to develop safe
deputy director for the
practices in aviation and to
department of aviation of

1 student to fill 4-man apt.
at Campus Manor spr. qtr.
Ph.
352-9302/352-7365
even.
1 f. immed. nice apt. close
to campus. $64/mo. & el«.
352-2485.
Nee<J m. or f. rmmte. own
bdrm. & bath. $75/mo.
352-3249.
1 f. to sublease apt. for next
school yr. Call
Debbie
2-5824.
Ntajd 1 f. to shar. apt. fall
'76, good location! Low
rant! Outstanding people!
Hurry! Call Jackit 2-3877
or Alice 2-3812.
2 people to subl. 2 bdrm.

Thanks to the DU's on
Thurs. & the Phi Psi's on
Friday, we got the "boogie
fever" for spring quarter!
The D2,s.
Rush away with the Delts
tomorrow night at 7:30
p.m. to be followed by a
spring warm-up w/the
Gamma Phi"s -Join us!
New Led Zepplin LP...only
$3.89 at Finders Records.
Congrats to the Alpha Chi
who took on National
Responsibilities - Hooker.
New
at
Kleever's
Jewelers...Needlepoint Kits
tor Frat. & sorority crest &
symbols.
Pike Rush Party tonight
from 8 to 10. Beer & hot
dogs will be served.
American Karate System
classes held Mon. Thurs.
6-9:30. 201 Hayes Hall. Call
372-2416.
Phi Mu's need a houseboy.
If interested call 372-2750.
Phi Kappa Tau All Greek

YES TORY
HAIRCUTS.

IS

BETTER

Tekes are psyched for
weekend warm-up with Phi
Mu's.
National ERA demonstration May 15th & 16th in
Springfield 111. Interested
people should call 372-2281
between 143.
New bead arrivals at The
Wheel, star wood beads
from China, black coral,
hishi, sheets, horn, ebony,
abalone & more.
FOR SALE

1973 Mobile Home. 14 x 70
3 bdrm. IV. baths, fully
skirted, w/tipout & shed.
Good condition. 352-5066
or 352-4010.
Kustom 100 amp. $400.00
Sender Music Mastes guitar
$135.00. Both like new.
352-3235 wkdvs.
3 rail motorcycle trailer.
Call 352-2873.
73 Suzuki 400 street trail.
Call 352-2873.
1974 CB 125S Honda exc.
cond. 15.000 miles. $550.
Free $40 helmit includ. Call
Steve. 878-6108. ^^^
Yahama Rec. Fisher spkrs.
Call 352-2481 after 4 p.m.

Apt. sale 703 2nd St. Apt.
IB April lst-16th. from 4-9
p.m. GOODIES GALORE.
Yashica SLR-TL Electro.
f2.0, filters, 372-0151 ext.
310
Component stereo $45.
Records, mini washer &
dryer, bookcases, golf balls,
much more. 300 Napoleon
Rd.. A7. 352-5383.
Yamaha guitar, case includ.
Excl. tone. Kim, 2-5072.

1975 Harley Davidson
SS250, orange, never used,
retail $1215, asking $900.
1974 Kawasaki 64, lOOcc,
10 speed, road or dirt, 1000
miles asking $495 must sell.
Call Fostoria 1-435-8677.
15 cord Oscar Schmidt
autoharp
w/case, picks,
toning wrench and song
books.
Like new. Call
2-5219.
Clock radios.
352-0205.

Cheap.

Call

FOR SUMMER 256 S.
College, Apt. A. turn. 3
bdrm. June 15-Sepl. 15.
Total rent $375. Deposit
$75. FOR SUMMER 256 S.
College. Apt. B. turn. 2
bdrm., June 15-Sept. 15.
Total rent. $350. Deposit
$75. FOR FALL 256 S.
College. Apt. C. Furn. effic
$100/mo.
Deposit $50
Near
college.
FOR
SUMMER 256 S. College.
Apt. C. furn. effic. June
15-Sept.
15. Total lent
$120. Deposit $50. Call
352-3611 or 352-6489.
2 bdrm.. furn. pd. util.
except elec. Laundry., fajcil.
lounge avail, ample parking
288-1462 or 352-1 778.
Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365.
CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
505 Clough St. (Behind
Burger
Chef)
CARTY
APARTMENTS 311
E.
Merry St. (I1.? blocks from
Towers). Fall rentals (9
mos. leases) 2 bdrms.-4 man
apts. (will place 1-2-3
students into an apt. to fill
4 man apts). Summer rates
for
1-2-3-4 students.
352-7365.

2
bdrm.
fur. apt. foi
summer qtr. Call 352-7319.
Rooms avail, w/kitchen
priveleges. avail,
summer
&/or beginning fall thru
school yr. Call 352-7039.
5 bdrm. house 1 blk. from
campus beginning in fail
Call 878-7437.
3 bdrm. house 1 blk. from
campus avail,
starting
summer & fall thru school
yr.
Call
878-7437
Waterville, Ohio.
3 bdrm. 2 bath, ranch house
6 m. N. of BG will accept
children must be family.
Call (815) 758-3301.
FOR SUMMER 521
E.
MERRY,
NEAR
UNIVERSITY,
2
BEDROOM, 4
PERSON
FURNISHED,
AIR
CONDITIONED,
FREE
CABLEVISION. WASHER
& DRYER AVAILABLE.
ENTIRE SUMMER $350.
PLUS ELECTRIC. JUNE 18
TO
SEPT.
5.
CALL
352-6489.
FOR RENT
52 1
E.
MERRY.
NEAR
UNIVERSITY,
2
BEDROOM. 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED,
AIR
CONDITIONED.
FREE
CABLEVISION. WASHER
4 DRYER AVAILA8LE.
$74/MO. PER STUDENT.
$296
PER
MONTH.
TOTAL or $888 PER
QUARTER
PLUS
ELECTRIC. EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
CALL
352-6489.

Pioneer turntable PLISD
No.716
E. Woostli
basement. 3-10 p.m.
72
Yamaha 350
low
mileage. 2-4837.

1 bdrm. furn. apts. 1 blk.
from campus on Manville
also 1-3 bdrm. w/ a/c avail,
fall 4/or summer 352-5239
or 823-7555 after 5:30.

Guitar amplifier Vox Beetle
120 watts, 7 inputs. Phone
352-7627.

2 bdrm. furn. apts. w/ a/c
on 2nd St. avail, fall &/or
summer 352-5239 or
823-7555 after 5:30.

Bass guitar Noble. Good
condition. Ph. 352-7627.
FOR RENT

.

Room for rent Vi blk. from

I BG hosts Wooster today

Laxers open MLA campaign
By Greg Smith
Aseistant Sports Editor
There were a lot of firsts for the Bowling Green lacrosse
team Saturday when the Falcons defeated Notre Dame 15-0
at Doyt L. Perry Field
-Falcon mentor Jim Plaunt recorded his first win as a
head coach.
-The Falcons chalked up their initial victory of the l')76
season.
-Junior goalie Brand Closen made his first start in goal
and responded with his first shutout.
-THE SHUTOUT marked the first time the laxers have
whitewashed an opponent since the sixth game of the 1974
season when they defeated Michigan State. 8-0.
-Freshmen Tom McNicholas and Lenny Sadowsky
scored their first goals as Falcons.
The list goes on and on.
And Plaunt is hoping for another first today-the first
Midwest Lacrosse Association (MLA) victory of the season.
Providing the opposition will be the Wooster Fighting Scots
in a 3:30 p.m. encounter at Perry Field.
The Falcons, who opened the MLA season last year with
a 10-.' triumph over Wooster. have never lost to the Scots in
the five years of the Wooster team"s existence.
BUT WOOSTER"S lacrosse program has been steadily
improving since its inception in l')72. The Scots recorded
an 010 mark in their initial season before posting 2-i I, 2-8
and 5-7 records the last three years.
The Scots have undergone a facelift as l')75's leading
scorer Jamie Thomas has taken over the coaching teins
from Pat O'Brien.
Thomas, who was a second team all-MLA selection last

The BG New

year, has inherited an inexperienced team that will stress
speed, depth and conditioning.
The Fighting Scots lost their two top scorers, but
second-team all-MLA midfielder Rob Rutan should take up
the scoring burden.
Jeff Diaz, sophomore John Steenburg and Tom Edison
round out the midfield crew for Wooster. Edison is noted
for his ability to gain advantages on faceoffs. one of the few
areas that Plaunt said the Falcons need improvement.
"WE ONLY CONTROLLED eight of 18 faceoffs (against
Notre Dame) but when you can play a whole game and
only have one thing to work on. well, that's not too bad."
Plaunt said.
Ben Long anchors the Wooster defense along with his
brother Ned. Sophomores Galen Stone and Mark Scholl
provide Thomas with good depth, while junior Bob Dyer is
also ready for action in hopes of stopping the BG scoring
machine.
Wooster's scoring power will come from senior Beau
McCaffray. an attackman from Baltimore. Senior Charles
I inKI he iii and junior Dave Luken are also scheduled
starters, while sophomore Chris Price and freshman Scott
Baxter will be ready in relief.
John Copeland. a converted attackman. will man the nets
for Wooster with freshman Dave Scoot set for back-up
duty
Plaunt will counter with "No-goal" Closen between the
pipes as senior Pat Collura remains out with a knee injury.
"I'd be surprised if we play as well as we did against
Notre Dame, but we may have to since Wooster is a belter
team." Plaunt said. "They'll be a scrappy team, out to
prove to their school that they can support themselves."

SPORTS
Page**

Bucks crush netters
blanking

Bowling Green.

0-0.

It went as expected.
Powerhouse Ohio Slate
University (OSUI spoiled
the Falcons' first home
tennis match yesterday.

Rubbing salt in the
wound was the fact that the
Buckeyes did not lose a
single set in all nine
matches.
OSU. tated in the top 20

Glenn Johnson attempts a forehand during his defeat
to Ohio Mate's ail-American Francis Gonzaler
yesterday. (Newsphotoby Mindy Milligan)

Intramural notes
All women's Softball officials must attend a meeting at 6
p.m. today in 100 Women's Building.

• • •
All captain's of women's Softball teams must attend a
meeting at 6:30 p m. today in 100 Women's Building.

*•••*••••••••**»(

in the nation in a preseason
poll, upped its record to
5-4, while the Falcons fell
to 4-4.
GLENN JOHNSON.
playing first singles for BG,
was overpowered by OSU's
all-American Francis
Gonzalez, 1-6,4-6.
"Glenn couldn't slay
with that power." said
coach Bob Gill. "He wins by
scrambling and intelligent
play. He has to force errors.
Gonzalez jusl didn't make
any today."
Francis' biother Pedro,
playing second singles,
defeated BG's Tom Olson
7-6. 7-6. Both sets were
decided in tiebreakers,
which Gonzalez won. 5-2
and 5-1.
Rob Dowling had the
best Falcon showing of the
afternoon. Even though Jim
Flower defeated him 7-6.
6-4, in Iheii thud singles
match. Dowling drew praise
from his coach.
"ROB HAD his best
match lo date." Gill said.
"He showed signs of hitting
his stride. He did everything
well but return serve.
Gill said that he thought
Doug Dennis played a good,
smart match. Dennis was
even with Buckeye Dave
Patten 2-2 in the second set,
after losing the first 4-6. He
then lost the next four
games, all of which were
4-3.
Team captain Dave

Trimble, playing sixth spot,
was defeated by Steve Rinse
6-2. 6-4.
The doubles matches
weren't a good showing for
the Falcons.
Johnson and Olson faced
the Gonzales brothers. BG
jumped out to a quick 1-0
lead in the first set with the
freshman Olson holding
serve. Then the Puerto
Rican Buckeyes won eleven
straight games. The match
ended up 61. 6-1 for OSU.
"OUR FIRST doubles
team is better than they
showed." said Gill. "They
weren't attacking the ball,
something which they have
to do to win."
Second doubles saw BG's
Dowling and Huffer meet
John Botica and John Beck.
The story was the same as
before. Gill said the duo can
play better than it did in
losing 3-6. 2-6.
The third doubles team
of Dennis and Trimble
showed more concrete
promise. The score in their
match was 4-6. 5-7.
"They played pretty well,
very sound tennis. I think
they can win the third flight
of the MAC (Mid-American
Conference)," the BG
mentor said.
"I had hoped to go
through the season without
a shutout against us. But
they're a good strong learn,
and we had some close sets,
so I was pretty happy," said
Gill

Lenten Specinl

Two down and 14 to go.
That's how women's track
coach. Dave Williams, views
Ihe present school track
records.
"I don'l think any school
records will be remaining
after this season." Williams
said. "We have a very line
team with great potential
this year."
The iwo new records are
the shot put. thrown by
sophomore Kalhy Hodkey
(.'8 feet), and the mile relay
team with a lime of 4:0°.
Running the mile relay
for the Falcon women arc
senior "Stan" Strouss.
junior Lynn Heckman.
sophomore Jan Samuelson
and freshman Deb Romsek.
" SAMUELSON

J^
«i
J
W
J^
^
^

CONGRATS TO ITS
NEW OFFICERS

President
Bill McDonald
Senior VP
Ben Fry
VP Pledge Education
Bruce Olds
VP Professional Activities..Bob McGraw
Chancellor
Jim Meese
Treasurer
Steve Cochlan
Secretary
Jim Bellii
Historian
Debbie Brumfield

IN ADDITION to the
relay is 4:03.5. 5.5 seconds
below the new Bowling mile relay and the shdt put.
BG's sluing events ate the
Green record.
The relay team will go lot 440-yaid relay learn, the
foui in a row Saturday as high jump, the javelin throw
ihe women spikcrs host the and the pentathlon.
Freshmen Pam Culler and
Bowling Green Invitational
Women's Track Meet. Ten Rindie James and
teams, in addition lo BG. sophomores Polly Koch and
will be representing three Jenny Gill Comprise ihe
record-holding 440 relay
stales.
Central Michigan is . learn (50.3).
Senior veleran Linda
favored to lake first place as
Helmink holds ihe present
it is strong in all track and
school record for the
field events.
javelin. Freshman Lee
Wallington is ihe high jump
"We have no Iwo or
hopeful. Gill will also be
three-mileis." Williams said.
BG's penlathleie. She was
"And Central Michigan has
some excellent distance eighth in Ihe nation last
yeat as a ficshman in the
runners. We ate definitely
event.
hurling in those two events
All pieliminaries for
because we have no distance
runners at all. Bui I do Saturday's meet will be held
from 10:30 a.m.until noon.
believe we will be among
the- top three lim-hers of The finals will- begaa-aU:
p.m.
Ihe meet."

It's merely a routine procedure that I've done before
covering every Cleveland Crusaders hockey game for the
last three years.
Saturday night, San Diego came to the Richfield
Coliseum in a pivotal World Hockey Association (WHA)
tilt. As usual. I quickly glanced down the roster to see if the
M.U iiu'i.s had acquired any "big name" players since I'd last
seen them play.
Nope. Jusl WHA all-star Andre Lactoix stood oul. one of
the league's top 10 scorers.
SO THE GAME STARTED and I watched Lacroix. He
was robbed of an early goal and then skated back to the
San Diego bench and sat nexi to a guy named D-O-B-E-K.
Could this be the Dobek I knew from Bowling Green?
Just then, the muscular skater took the ice and spun
around.
The build and the black moustache ran an impulse
through my head-Bob Dobek has turned professional.
From prep play in Michigan to Bowling Green and then
to Ihe 1976 Olympics in Innsbtuck. Austria, "Dobie" has
finally made it lo the big time.
•TM PLAYING FOUR to eight shifts a night," said the
former all-Central Collegiate Hockey Association

Wednesday Is

PIZZA NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

performer, who has played for San Diego nearly a month.
During thai time, he has scored iwo goals and assisted on
two others in 14 games.
"It's great for me." Dobek said of pro hockey. "I'm still
learning and gelling adapted lo the style of play here.
"I came to San Diego instead of Ihe NHL because only
Iwo minor league clubs were afiei me over there." he said.
"I'm learning a lot here, especially from Andre (Lacroix).
He's always telling me stuff. He's a good teacher."
On home ice against the two-time defending World Cup
champion Houston Aeros. Dobek scored his first pro goal.
The game was also the first time he played on a regular
shift-the fourth line, which he's still on.
SAN DIEGO FINISHED ils regular season lasl night in
Cleveland. Dobek will get a taste of something different
when the Mariners square off with the Phoenix
Roadrunneis in round one of Ihe World Cup playoffs on
Friday.
Never again will I overlook D-O-B-E-K
on a
professional hockey roster. His name is gelling bigger and
bigger everylime I turn around.

NOW
LEASING
For Sept. 9 month lease
available at
$
240 per month
Located at 824 6th St.
include
• Furnished
• 2 bedroom
it Central Air Conditioning

Jj

Don Smith
Tom Falvey
Dave Pumpa
Phil Belt

^»

Correspondent

Cindy Havens

<^(

THANKS OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE

*Ht OUAI H Y4NG time
for the nationals in Ihe mile

By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor

*
{

CEI Chairman
VP Fund Railing
Social Chairman
Communications

Alumni/Publicity Chairman. Steve Svet

AND

Romsek are both stale high
school track champions.
Samuelson. who runs Ihe
880-yard dash, is from New
Hampshire. Romsek,
running the 440-yard dash,
hails from Michigan.
"Our mile relay team has
a good chance lo qualify for
the nationals." Williams
said. The learn has run three
limes this season, and has
broken Ihe school record
three limes.
"Strouss was injured last
year, but she is coming
along teal well and should
add a lot lo the team," the
BG mentor added. "And
Heckman has been working
extremely hard. They
should break four minules
before the end of Ihe
season."

Dobek-Olympics to pros

} DELTA SIGMA PI *
5
J

Falcon midfielders Dick Irwin (left) and Lee Murphy (second from right) tangle
with a .hurt of Notre Dame players m Saturday's 154) BG win. The two will ate
action today when the laxen host Wooster. (Newsphoto by Dave Ryan)

Women 'track' down records
By Sue Caser
Sports Writer
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By David Smercina
Sports Writer

Tangle
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• Waihor/Dryor In building

Skipper's Treat ONLY
and regular
"TQtt
french fries
I 5f
Offer good April 8,9,10 & 11
(Thursday thru Sunday)
510 E. WOOSTER ST.
There's more to Ike at Burger Chef.

• Free Cablevision

$

1.00 Off Any Large
or Extra Large Pizza
5-8 P.M.
532 E. Wooiter

Din* in or pickup
Ph. 352-3551

• Natural Gas Heat, Water,
Sewage, Trash Removal
All Paid By Landlord.
• Tanant Pays Only Electric

PHONE
352-5163
(Special Summer Rates
Available '300 for Sumrnor)

■

j
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Falcons sweep Heidleberg for eight straight I
I

By Terry Goodman
AniiUnl Sports Editor
Folks, it was a cakewalk.

Bowling Green opened up
its home baseball season at
Warren E. Stellar Field
yesterday, beat ing
Heidelberg College, 3-0 and
17-2.
The Falcons, now 12-5,
have won eight straight
games, while the Student
Princes are winless in six
outings.
ALTHOUGH the first
game of the twinkilling
doesn"t look like an easy
win from the looks of the
score, it was. Just ask Kip
Young.
"The Kipper" only
pitched the first three
innings, but still was
credited with his fifth win
of the season because he
was designated to only go
that far before the game
started.
Copping his 31st career
Iriumph, Young surrendered
one hit, walked none and
fanned seven.
"I felt real good and my
ball was moving, bui coach
(Don Purvis) wanted to give
Ken Wlddel and Ed Stacey

some work," the senior
righthander said. "I just
stuck wilh the fastball and
came out strongr-that's all I
needed."
Widdel and Stacey
pitched superbly to wrap up
a combined one-hitt:r.
SPEAKING of ei.sy. the
Falcons didn"t even have to
lift their bats off their
shoulders to win the
opener. Five walks in the
first frame by Heidelberg"s
Steve Finigal led to all three
BG (allies.
In the nightcap. BG
swung and swung and
swung. In all. it was an
18-hit assault of three
opposing pitchers thai made
a good "laugher."
The Falcons scored in
every inning but (he fourth,
with the biggest one being
the fifth. Thirteen men
went to the plate and the
hosts scored nine limes.
"I was happy lo see Ron
Manser come back after his
bad trip down south." said
Purvis, who seemed more
delighled than BG third
baseman.
MANSER clubbed three
hits in the second game,
including a towering

Ehrenfried rehired

Yer out!

Heidelberg's Chuck Warner (left) is tagged out by Falcon third
baseman Ron Manser (right) during the second inning of
yesterday's second game. Manser took a throw from catcher Ron
Ullery. who relayed the ball from left fielder Jim Selgo.
(Newsphoto by Jim Osborn)

Mike Ehrenfried, assistant basketball coach under Pat
Haley this past season at the University has been rehired in
the same capacity on new head coach John Weinerl's staff.
University Athletic Director Richard Young made the
announcement Monday and said Ihe appointment was
effective immediately.
Young also said thai initial steps have been (aken foi the
approval of a new position for a second full-time assistant
Coach on Ihe Falcon staff.
HOWEVER, HE said il might lake several months foi Ihe
University (o consider approving Ihe new posl because of a
University-wide freeze on all faculty and staff positions
According lo Young, a special University committee
must now give permission lo fill all job vacancies or approve
any new positions at the University.
The commitlee presently is acting on replacements, but
will review any new positions unlil Ihe end of spring
quarter.

Gridders makes switches os drills open
By Dick Rees
Associate Sports Editor

personnel

foi

a vacated

secondary and a hanged-up

offensive line.
Players hulled and
puffed, moaned and
groaned. CoachOS shouted
Instructions, Helmets and
shoulder pads collided.
Ah. those fimilill sounds
of Ihe autumn sport WON
heard echoing from the
Falcons' football practice'
field yesterday.
Spring drills have begun
And in commencing
spring practice foi 'he ninth
straight year. Bowling Green
head coach Don Nehlen
sought to initiate a
five-week program thai will
hopefully turn up capable

THE TWO aicas are
Nehlcn's most pressing
concerns presently. It's easy
to see why.
At offensive guard, next
fall's probable starters
tommy Steelc (shouldei)
and Greg Keichum (leg) are
Coming off operations and
won') partake in spring
drills Neither will Greg
Spann. another guard who is
oul with a shoulder
problem.
Mike Pawlowicr., a
non-lctteiing relumee al
guard, has lefl school,
leaving lellerman Doug

Smith and freshman Kip
Kane as ihe only Iwo guards
in ihe HG camp.
In an attempt lo bolster
the sagging corps,
second-team defensive
tackle Mark Wichman has
been switched to offensive

guard.
Offensive tackle John
Ob rock, a two-year
letterman will also miss
drills because of a knee
operation.
"WE'VE GOT a problem
or two," Nehlen said, "and
if il was in Ihe fall ihey
would be big problems. But
being spring, as long as these
guys (injured players) keep

Browns sign Warf ield;
receiver 'home again'
CLEVELAND i \l'i Paul
Wail'ielJ. once traded iwej
by the Cleveland Browns
and recently heavily
pursued In I hem again.
signed a contract with the
National Football I eaguc
club. BIO\MLS ownet Art
Modell saul yesterday,
The v\ nie recelvei. a
stellar graduate of Ohio
Stale in 1964, piomptly
began setting team records
when ihe Browns dialled
him that seal
But in 1970 he was
Haded lo the Miami
Dolphins so Ihe Browns
could use Miami's selection
in the college draft That
pick gave Ihe Browns
quarterback Mike Phippi of
Purdue.
LAST YEAR HE was
part of a package S3.5
million deal with Canadian
millionaire John Basset!
that brought
teammates
Larry Csonka and mnning
back Jim Klick to the World
Football League.
They played only pan of
one year before the league
went under financially and
were released from personal
service contracts only a few
weeks ago. after Bassett's
bid for an NFL franchise
was turned down.

The Browns continue lo
negotiate with (\onka, a
fullback. Inn are expected
lo choose a big running
back in their first-round
pick in ihe college draft
Thursday because Csonka
has said he isn't icady lo
sign with anyone so far.
TEAM SPOKESMEN
liave said they have no
interest m Klick
Warf ield's trade lo Miami
in i*»7i) »as controversial at
the time and remained so
through the past year as
Phipps failed to establish
himself as Ihe leader the
team needed.
The ex Brown went on
play with ihe Dolphins in
three post-season Super
Bowls, helping them win
back to back in 1973 and
1974.
Back with the Browns, he
will fill a hole in the wide
receiving corps that
generally lacks both speed
and experience.
IN HIS SIX years with
the Browns, he posted an
average of 20.2 yards
gained.
Warfield came back lo

Cleveland aflei his six-year
absence and. echoing Jim
Plunkell.said. "I'm home
again."
Warfield smiled happily
during Modell's
announcement of his
three-year contract.
Alluding to the former
Stanford University
quarterback who was traded
Monday by the New
England Patriots to the San
Francisco 49ers. Warfield
said that he was sure he felt
"just like Plunket about
being home."
NO SALARY terms were
disclosed, but Warfield said
lie was "very pleased with
the offer."
Modell drew a laugh
when he said that the
Browns' new receiver coach.
Raymond Berry, had called
earlier today to say.
"Thanks for helping me
become a great coach."
Warfield a strong favorite
here before being traded to
Miami in 1970, said that
.one of the greatest days in
his career came in 1973
when he got a standing
ovation from 80,000 fans in
Cleveland Stadium as he was
introduced for his first local
appearance since the trade.

their bodies in shape, they
should be ready to play in
the fall."
Two offensive backs have
been shifted to the
secondary as Nehlen
attempts to replace four
graduated starters.
Second-team quarterback
Mike Booth will get a try at
cornerback and third team
tailback Andre Parker will
be tested at strong safety.
Sophomore Greg Kimpe,
who started the last few
games last fall, returns at
short-side cornerback. while
former free safety Greg
Davidson, a three-year
letterman. moves to
wide-side cornerback.
ANOTHER MAJOR
change finds second-team
fullback Jim Gause moving
to defensive end in an effort
to replace graduated Ron
Nickey. However. Nehlen
said the move will only last
a year, as he'd like Cause
back at fullback after Dan
Saleet closes his career next
fall.

"We think Gause is an
excellent football player."
Nehlen explained, "and he's
probably not going to get
too much playing time
behind Danny (Saleet) in
the fall. So he may not be
able to start on defense, but
we feel he's too good of a
football player to be sitting.
"Our biggest challenge in
the spring is finding out
who our best football
players are," Nehlen said.
"Our younger players have
got to show us what they
can do.
"We tell our kids every
position is open, and
encourage everyone to try
and 'may the best man
win'." the Falcon boss
added. "The kids have
worked awful hard all
winter with the weights and
we're looking forward to
spring practice."
Practices will be held
three days each week with
Saturday morning
scrimmages slated in the
Stadium. The first
scrimmage will be at 10 a.m.
Saturday.
_
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two-run homer in the third.
Steve DiLucca also blasted a
round tripper, his in the
sixth.
"Everybody got to play
and knocked the ball

around." Purvis said. "We
got experience for our
younger people and
everyone else did a good
job. too."
Siu Thiede. who worked

the first four innings of thin
17-2 blitz, got the victory to,
even his record at 1-1. H*(
scattered seven hits, while
dazzling Heidelberg with"
sharp-breaking curveballs.

How the diamondmen scored . . .
First Game
First Inning-Law led off. walked and
stole second. Black sacrificed him to third
and he scored on a wild pitch. With one out.
Owen walked and stole second. Then, Swiger
and DiLucca drew walks, filling the sacks.
Groth walked, scoring Owen. Singleton
replaced Finigal. Fennell was safe on a
fielder's choice when Heidelberg's second
baseman thiew late to the plate. Swiger
scoring. Jereb. the inning's ninth batter,
grounded into a force out to end the frame.
THREE RUNS. NO HITS.
Second Game
First lnning--Law for the second time,
opened the Falcon batting order with a
walk. Black followed with another sacrifice
bunt, Law taking second. Co-captain Owen
drilled a single to left, scoring Law. and
when the throw to the plate was tardy,
Owen took second. Kohorst popped lo third
and Phillips grounded to the shortstop to
end the frame. ONE RUN. ONE HIT.
Second Inning-Manser singled and moved
to second on Selgo's sacrifice bunt. Lanseer
walked, but on Ullery's ringing safety to left,
was nailed al third by the lefl fielder. Manser
scored on the hit and Ullery moved to
second on the throw. Law followed with a
single to left, scoring Ullery. Black flied oul
deep lo right lo end the stanza. TWO RUNS.
THREE HITS.
Third Inning-Owen walked, and with two

out, stole his third base of the day. Manser'
then crashed his first career homer 395 feeti
away from home plate over the left-center,
field fence. Selgo was hit by a pitch. Lanseer
chopped into a force out to end the frame.'
TWO RUNS. ONE HIT.
Fifth Inning-Manser knocked his third
straight hit. a looping single to right. Selgo
reached base on an error and Lanseer'
walked, loading the bases. Bruce replacedJaces, Walroth bum singled, and when Bruce;
threw wildly. Selgo followed Manser home.,
Law walked, filling the sacks again, and
Black cleared them with a double to*
right-center field. Owen singled home Black j
Pinch-hitter Dowers reached safely on t
fielder's choice and Owen went lo thirrf
when the first baseman threw the ball away.'
Phillips looped a single to right, scorings
Owen and Dowers laking second. Suska, a,
pinch swinger, walked to be the 10th
straight Falcon lo reach base in the frame*
and load the bases. Selgo forced Suska an
second, but the lelurn throw lo first was,
wild, scoring Dowers and Phillips. Lanseer
and Walroth. the 13th batter, grounded out*
10 end the inning. NINE RUNS. FIVE HITS'
FOUR ERRORS
Sixth Inning-DiLucca led off and hi! hi
first collegiate homer over the 340-sign in*
right field. With two out. Dowers doubled"
and Phillips singled him home. Phillips,
moved lo second on the throw and scored
on Suska's safety to right. THREE RUNS.
FIVE HITS.

Ruggers whip Windsor
The Bowling Green rugby
squad opened its spring
home season Saturday with
a 8-3 victory over the
Windsor Borderers al Poc
Ditch field.
The BG ruggers, who
played shorlhanded much
of the game, were led by
Jim Caprara's and Dave
Desenberg's four points
apiece.
Desenburg scored the
game-winner after taking
the ball the length of the
field following a Sieve Kretz
kick.
THE LOCAL ruggers
scored first just before the
half on a penalty kick The

win stretched BG's series
record against the Borderers
to 5 0..
The Borderers are one of
two Canadian teams on
BG's schedule this season
The Windsor Canadians will
face the Falcons in their
next home game at I p.m.
Saturday April 17.
This week. Bowling
Green ranked fourth in the
state, will travel to
Columbus to tangle with
second-rated Scioto Valley.
IN ADDITION. Dale
Puntel, Jim Munch. Capraia.
Jim Staik. Ed Calhoun.
Randy Lawson. Rick

Griswald. Desenberg and .
Kiel/ have all been named f
to this yeai's all-Norihwcslein Ohio all-star squad
Puntel, Desenbuig and*
Griswald have also been,
selected lo try out for the
all-Ohio team thai will play*
the Michigan Select team in'
Columbus. May 9. Lawson..
Caprara and Kretz have all
been tabbed as alternates'1
for the squad.
All-Ohio team member
will try out with other stale'
teams for a berth on a US'
nationals squad that will
face a French team in.
Chicago June 12.

GIVE UP WORLDLY DEPENDENCE
Lei me ask you, what you would aay ia ihe first requirement to becoming a
Christian7 One of the first steps is to believe there is a Cod. This is the first
step toward receiving His Son as your personal saviour.
Then you must have faith in Him. Hebrews 11:6 says that without faith it
is impossible to please Him.
You must bt'lievc in God to such a point that you will place your life in His
hands entirely. This means giving up your dependence upon the things of tins
world, and realize that Cod is the creator of those things.
IT IS OF NO effect to worship or believe ii the created thing* when y»*j
have an open door to communicate to the reatlu ,
This door |a open through fait) . Iv Hltii*' ileiipee faith os, "the subsume
ol things hoped foi and the evidei-i'- ' ■.' >ta;. not seen."
This means that faith, though il Lain not bfl ■MM, is a real solid material. '
It is a substance which gives von the assurance ili.it what vou liopo lot is tours
even if you don't already possess il.
Mnvbe you don't even see what you asked for onv where around, but vnu still
have the evidence that it is yours. Just as the Israelites re reived food from Cod
by faith before the manna ever came down from Heaven.
BUT THIS FAITH DM to h.ve a center, a reason loi existing, .aid this is
lound in Jesus, Cod's onlv begotten Son. Without faith in Christ as the one thing
that is sure and certain you will lack real direction.
Cod does not like confusion and if you put your faith or trust on anything that
is likelv to fall, you'll become confused.
So Cod made a wny, a path, a person that is sure NO ih.it you will not he confused. You can put \our faith there and Christ will be that sure and certain anchor
for \<>iir fiiith.
\r..( Cod will Pot send you through this world without anything lo protect
\oin 1,1 ith with or leave vou helpless in life's battles. According lo His Word
<l i i -unt b:l3-l?) He has alrradv provided for vou the armor you need.
Cod takes care of His own, and as a believer, putting your faith in Him, \o*j
will have the help of His Holv Spirit, who will noi only go before you and prepare
the way, but He £OM with you as vour source of strength and help,
COD REALIZES ALSO that you are only human and when ihe need seems so
great, we need to have an open channel to talk to the one that is in control of
this world and iia powers in order to give us the extra strength and courage we
need. So Cod also opened up thai channel through the blood of Jesus.
Hebrews H): l'» says thai we have the boldness to enter into the verv throne
room of Cod at anytime by the blood of Jesus. That is for every believer.
If you have a problem or you just need to talk to the commanding officer, vou
always have an open channel—just go lo your kneea.
THE DECISION to follow this path ia your own. I can not make you follow
Cod; God could not or would not do thai. But you must decide for yourself.
Jesus says in the last book of the New Testament that He is even now
standing al the door and knocking; but you must-open the door.
Your will is the handle to that door, and if you will it to be open Jesus wilt
come in and live with you, and be a constant companion, and pru»>de the things,
spiritual and physical, that you need.
And it will not be a one way thing, with him doing all the talking, but it is
a time of real two-way communication.
Do you hear the knock, do you feel the lugging of ycur heart, won't you open
the door? The decision ia yours.
AFTER YOU MAKE this decision, will you be willing to share that decision, that new found friend, that present help in time of trouble with someone
else.? Not just your friends, those that are we'l and healthy, but with anyone.
The man on the street, the one in the hospital, the handicapped, the blind,
the mentally disturbed, the elderly in our real homes.
Thia may be where the real need for your life and work is for Jesus. A man
ia a man, no matter what the outside is like and everyone needa to hear the gospel.
Thle U uSe greatest challenge that can ever be placed upon a person-taking
and sharing the gospel, and winning others to Jesus. It all depends upon what
you want to do with your life.
John Beach
335 Derby
Bowling Qrean, (

